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New MOT regulations mean tougher tests on emissions.
Wynn’s have the workshop solutions to help customers
avoid a MAJOR fault.

Reduce the risk of MOT failure
www.wynns.uk.com
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DEAR READER
As I type this, our first ‘Big Day Out’ of 2018 has just kicked off at Reading College
– joined by enthusiastic technicians and workshops from across the UK, who are
about to get their fault-finding juices flowing, courtesy of James Dillon of Technical
Topics and Andy Crook of GotBoost. They have a fantastic day ahead of them – no
death by PowerPoint here, the training duo have an interactive, live case study
underway in the workshop – think magical chairs meets diagnostic masterclass! For
those who could not make it, head to page 8 for details and how to reserve your
space at the next training day, held at EMTEC in Nottingham in October.
Gracing our front cover this month is Peter Melville, a technician who has set up a
technical and marketing support network for garages entering the world of Hybrid
& EV repair – take a look at our feature, which begins on page 18. Staying with
electrified cars – Autotechnician enters the curious world of electric classic car
conversions on page 58. A subject bound to cause much debate.
There’s plenty of technical advice to be found in this issue, so take a break in
between the cricket and the footie, grab yourself a cold one and read at your
leisure. Oh, and don’t forget to drop us an email for a chance to win one of 20 bags
of valet kit, courtesy of Autoglym, each worth over £60, see page 57.
Enjoy the sunshine!
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Diagnostics masterclass heads
to Nottingham
Repair superstars James Dillon and Andy Crook head to EMTEC
College in Nottingham in a few months’ time to conduct a
diagnostics workshop with Autotechnician magazine. Interactive
presentations will prepare technicians and workshops to take
their fault-finding to the next level – looking at the psychology
of diagnostics and the traps we fall into as well as setting up
your workshop with the adequate equipment and support to
help find the root cause of problems more quickly.

VW CEO faces more questions
At the time of writing, suspended Audi CEO Rupert Stadler
remains in custody after agreeing to additional questioning over
his role in the diesel-emissions scandal.

A limited number of subsidised tickets will soon be available
– indicate your interest by emailing nicola@autotechnician.
co.uk and you will be notified as soon as the date is confirmed.
The event will be held on a Saturday in October.

His arrest marks the highest-profile detention since the
Volkswagen Group’s ‘dieselgate’ scandal blew up when the
manufacturer admitted to rigging 11 million vehicles in order to
bypass emissions tests. Volkswagen has rejected claims that top
executives including Stadler were aware of the criminal scheme
that stretched over nearly a decade.

WIN

WIN

Buff up
this summer!

Upcoming MOT and IGA events

WIN

The RMI is holding its MOT Annual Training Event in Crawley on
July 17. The three hour training session will cover the 2018/19
MOT annual training syllabus for Class 3, 4, 5 and 7 vehicles as
required by DVSA, covering: Updates to testing procedures,
Guidelines for the safe testing of alternatively fuelled vehicles
and Test Quality Information and Data Protection.

Thanks to Autoglym, we have 20 bags of valet kit, each
worth over £60, to give away this month.
Bodywork, Wheels & Interior is a collection of Autoglym’s
best-selling products designed to give vehicles a
stunning finish – making the perfect gift for any car
enthusiast.
For a chance to win, email admin@autotechnician.co.uk
your name, business and town where you work, plus your
phone number, by Friday 27th July.

Attendance at this event will meet the DVSA’s minimum
requirement for three hours annual training for a MOT Tester.
Your login information for the online assessment will be
contained in the workbook issued to you at this event.

NEWS

The IGA will deliver a brand new presentation to member
garages across the UK in the coming months, with the next
taking place at Peterborough Rugby Club on September 4. This
will deliver advice on avoiding the latest scams and keeping
on top of new legislation. The DVSA will discuss the latest MOT
training news, including changes in the MOT Inspection Manual
as a result of EU Directive 2014/45.
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Tickets are strictly limited to 100 per event and all independent
garages are welcome.
Call 0845 305 4230 to book.

Automotive industry
comes together
More than 10,000 visitors are said to have attended last
month’s Automechanika Birmingham event, reporting its new
Garage Quarter as a major draw for independent workshops.
Autotechnician hosted Technical Talks within the Workshop
Training Hub, delivering presentations on the latest technology
and workshop opportunities from the likes of Castrol UK,
Delphi Technologies, ACtronics, Ecobat Technologies and Elta
Automotive, as well as diagnostic advice from James Dillon,
Andy Crook and Frank Massey.
The event featured 500 exhibitors from 26 countries, covering
a total floor space of 9,400 square metres. It returns to the
NEC again in 2019, before moving biennially to alternate with
Automechanika Frankfurt.
Simon Albert, Managing Director, Automechanika Birmingham,
said: “It’s been a fantastic event and has further developed
the identity of Automechanika Birmingham going forward,
underlining our commitment to unite the entire automotive
industry.”
Wendy Williamson, chief executive of the Independent
Automotive Aftermarket Federation (IAAF), provided an insight
into the future of the automotive aftermarket. Her presentation
covered the changing face of UK parts distribution and
legislation. Williamson also noted how lifestyle changes will
affect the trade in the future, saying: “Ownership of vehicles
will change; renting vehicles by the day or even the hour
will become more popular, particular among the younger
generation.”
The speech revisited Type Approval, an ongoing theme of IAAF’s
lobbying activities for the past three years. Williamson said IAAF
has “fought hard to ensure a number of key amendments were
included in the final legislation,” which was approved last month
by the European Parliament.

Williamson concluded: “We as a sector need to ensure we keep
up to date with the times. We must continue to invest in tools,
equipment, people and of course training to ensure we’re able
to cope with the myriad changes that are taking place in the
automotive industry. We have a reputation for finding a way
through – the threats are more complex but we’re certainly up
for the challenge.”

Brexit was also a key issue, with Williamson reminding delegates
that all EU legislation will be adopted in the UK as of March next
year, but as Type Approval legislation doesn’t take effect until
September 2020, “it now throws up a question of where this
legislation now sits.”

Autotechnician filmed the first day of the show and spoke to
several suppliers, trade bodies and visitors about pertinent issues,
new equipment and support available. Head to our Facebook page,
YouTube channel or www.autotechnician.co.uk to see what they
had to say.

gea_1_Layout 1 18/03/2014 13:06 Page 3

IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?
DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.
Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

NEWS

www.gea.co.uk
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Automechanika Frankfurt celebrates 25th anniversary
If you want to experience the largest aftermarket get-together
in Europe then consider a busman’s holiday to Automechanika
Frankfurt, which takes place 11-15 September. It is just a short
flight or an enjoyable road trip away and presents a veritable
feast of equipment, parts and tools and you’ll get to see what
products, initiatives and vehicle tech lie in store for the UK
aftermarket.
At the last event in 2016, 37% of visitors were from workshops,
with many taking part in the Mechanic Games, pitched as
‘borderline Olympic, representing a challenge for body and
mind’. Contests include piston lifting, the racing car challenge
and bull riding – an entertaining way to burn off the currywurst
and steins consumed! Entrants need to pre-register at www.
news-messefrankfurt.com/mechanicgames2018. Mind you, the
exhibition is vast with over 4,800 exhibitors; so, expect to clock
up a fair few miles each day exploring the many halls.

NEWS

The Repair & Maintenance section, highlighted in dark green,
is the main draw for workshops, honing in on equipment and
tools. A new area for 2018 is dedicated to the restoration and
repair of classic vehicles in Hall 10.0. Parts & Components, on
the plan in light blue, is a vast area covering the Powertrain,
chassis, bodywork, interior, charging accessories, reconditioned
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and restored parts. Accessories & Customizing suppliers can be
found in the pink section in Hall 3.1.
If you are planning to visit, get in touch with Autotechnician and
we’ll meet you there!
 automechanika.messefrankfurt.com

Affordable car electronic
remanufacturing

Order now:

01206
849920

£105
+ VAT
ATE MK60 hydraulic unit ABS
Remanufactured: £105 + VAT
Common failures: Multiple brake-pressure sensor faults

′Remanufactured to last′
Unit 3, Brunel Court, Brunel Way, Severalls Business Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 9XP, United Kingdom
Tel: 01206 849920 • Fax: +44 1206 853759 • info@actronics.co.uk • www.actronics.co.uk

Big Day Out Reading: Group Diagnostics
on the ‘Kick Ass’ Ka

It’s not really in us to say you missed out if you didn’t come to our ‘Big Day
Out’ on Saturday 30 June, but well, you did! This years’ event was held at
Reading College and the entertaining and highly knowledgeable Andy
Crook of GotBoost and James Dillon of Technical Topics were the hosts.
In a change from the previous format, which included three
in-depth training seminars, we wanted to make this event more
interactive and, right from the off, the leading double act of
Andy and James had the attendees literally on their feet and
involved. Using a Ford KA with pre-installed issues, the purpose
of the day was to work through these faults as a group, while
challenging thought processes, discussing the psychology of
diagnostics and formulating workable hypotheses, which were
then tested and confirmed or disproved.

AUTOTECH 2018

That’s not to say that everyone had the same opinion
on where to start, or what to do next, but that was the
point – everyone had a good time doing it.
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Every element of the day was focused on taking this realworld example and helping technicians improve on customer
interaction, diagnostic process, evidence gathering and
recording, testing procedures, maximizing time and money, and
getting that all important first-time fix.
Ross Kemp of Scantec Automotive brought along his technician
son Lewis as well as his partner and company secretary ElisaJane. Ross had this to say about the day: “Ive really enjoyed it.
Its quite nice to merge the psychology with the diagnostics.
It’s quite interesting to see how some people answer the
questions they’re asking like ‘what would you test next?’ There’s

DAY OUT

the theory or the real-world answer – with a particular vehicle
I’d disconnect that sensor, it might only tell me half the answer,
but it’s a thirty second job. So, it’s been very interesting as I’ve
never seen anyone do this looking at the psychology behind
diagnostics. They (Andy and James) make a good team”. Partner
Elisa adds: They’re really engaging together. They have different
styles of teaching and bounce off each other extremely well.”
Getting delegates to suggest the next move and moving around
the workshop to show which camp they fell into, went down
well and kept everyone engaged.

The training session involved more than just the technical
aspects of diagnosing and fixing the car. Managing customer
expectations and charging for diagnostics were also discussed,
to arm technicians and workshop owners with all the tools
needed to promote a first-time fix and happy outcome for the
workshop and customer. From quizzing the customer to the
final bill and everything in between. James talked about how he
produces a storyboard for the customer invoice. This storyboard
can then be used to justify expensive diagnostic work and is also
an audit trail for the technician, so you can go back through the
notes and see where you perhaps went wrong and it sent you
in the wrong direction. Although at times this thorough and
detailed process may seem laborious, it saves you time in the
long run. James explains: “Slow the fault-finding process down
by preparing the customer at the start otherwise you put time
pressure on yourself and being faster, actually makes you slower.
By using a planned and methodical approach you’ll get to the
answer.”

What delegates thought of Reading’s
Big Day Out:
“Just wanted to say thank you to you and the team for
yesterday. We all had a great time and can't wait to
come again next year.” DA
“A great event from a great magazine. Really inspiring
discussion and not one of your usual PowerPoint
courses. It's always nice to hear James Dillon talk and
this was no different, truly passionate and thought
provoking. A very enjoyable day out, and a bargain
compared to the entry fee! Thanks guys!” MA
“Fun, engaging and interesting business/technical
content delivered by Andy Crook & James Dillon today
– was certainly worth the 4am start!” EJ
“Great day out guys as always. Great presentation,
great food and some great people, keep up the good
work.” RK

Autotech 2018 is sponsored by:

A few words of wisdom from the trainers:
“Measure the right thing and the right time, with the right
tool and in the right way”
“Unconsciously incompetent – basically, you’re shit and
you don’t know it”
“Our cognitive bias is to see the easiest solution as the most
probable problem.”
“You have to understand what you expect from what you
are testing and understand the context – what has your
result proved without making any assumptions?”

If you missed us this time don’t worry – there’s
another Big Day Out event planned for the end of
October. Just make sure you get in there quickly.
Email Nicola@Autotechnician.co.uk if you’d like
to be the first to know tickets are available or call
01634 816 165...
Keep an eye on www.facebook.com/
Autotechmagazine/ and www.twitter.com/
autotech_mag for the latest news and tech advice.
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No-one knows air
conditioning better
than we do
We offer an end-to-end air conditioning solution so that you can focus
on running the rest of your business.
We provide you with everything from, air conditioning equipment and
tools, to expert consultancy to help you chose the right machines.
You also have access to:
Full national support – Engineers
covering the UK, servicing, installing
and repairing machines as required.
Training – Industry leading IMI certified
training that covers every aspect from
servicing, diagnostics through to repair.

Contact your local branch

autoclimate

TM

The Customer Clinic

– Part One

By Nathan Wise, Autotechnician’s Digital Brand Manager

We asked you on Facebook what your customers do or say that
really #grindsyourgears, and the responses came thick and fast.
We had all the classics from ‘The parts are cheaper online’, the
problem of ‘GoogleDiagnostics’ and ‘I’ve had a look on YouTube,
as well as ‘My mate’s a mechanic’ all the way through to ‘Since
you serviced my car…’.
Let’s not forget the customer JJ’s (Just Jobs) and the fact that
you all have this laptop that tells you what’s wrong and what
to replace in five minutes… I mean come on folks, it’s not that
hard is it? Because of all the computers and technology at your
disposal, being a technician is now easier than ever, it would
seem.
None of this is new to you, so why am I writing this? Well, when
you look through the comments there are consistent themes
that emerge and you all experience essentially the same
frustrations. Why do customers look up the prices of parts?
Why is mentioning that they know a mechanic important? Why
have they already had a look online to try and figure out what’s
wrong? And why do they think that you have a magic computer
that fixes things? There are more of course, but you know the
score. Instead of writing things off as ‘just the way it is’, let’s see if
there’s something we can do about it.
In this series of articles, I will endeavor to give you some ideas on
how to deal with these situations.
Starting with parts – as a good technician, it’s infuriating when
a customer is looking online for prices and questioning the
cost of your quote/estimate. Why would they want you to fit
parts that are so cheap any person with an ounce of knowledge

would question their quality, durability and specification? Let’s
be brutally honest too – as a business you need to/should make
a fair profit.
Let’s assume that some of your customers do this because they
don’t understand. They don’t know that all parts are not created
equal or what the implications are to their vehicle and personal
safety.
There will be some people that simply don’t care – but you
won’t win them all, and you probably don’t want that type
of customer anyway. When it comes down to your business/
workplace, by agreeing to these requests to scrape the barrel on
cost, or fit parts the customer has arrived with on the backseat
of their car, this has implications for you too.
So, here are some points that can help you to create a ‘Customer
Parts Promise’ which you can add to your website, social media
channels, or to create a good ol’ fashioned leaflet or poster:

As a business, we will not fit any parts to your car that are
of sub-standard quality or in any way ‘not fit for purpose’.
We also won’t fit parts supplied by customers. You may well
know a workshop that doesn’t mind doing this, but when it
comes to your safety and your vehicle functioning exactly as it
should, we WILL NOT compromise.
This ensures protection for you, your family, your vehicle and
other road users.
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MEET TIM.
BEARING
EXPERT.

TIM ADAMS

INA / FAG Product Specialist & REPXPERT

You get more from us than just OE parts.
Tim is Schaeffler’s INA & FAG product specialist. Basically, that means Tim knows everything
there is to know about bearings. From the bearings you find in INA tensioners, idlers and
water pumps - to good old fashioned (and some extremely high-tech) wheel bearings.
Tim also knows the best way to fit them, helping to avoid potential premature failures and
keeping you and your customers happy. He shares that know-how during regular training
sessions held around the country. Of course, it helps if every single OE specification component
you need to carry out a professional repair is in the box, right down to the last nut, bolt and washer.
www.repxpert.co.uk

Here’s some further information:
• OE (Original Equipment) parts are produced by leading
manufacturers for vehicle brands, to their precise
specifications, and fitted to the vehicle on the production line.
They are, of course, exclusively fitted by main dealers during
routine servicing and repairs on their vehicles. OE parts are
what your car was born with and we recommend that they
are used wherever possible.
• OE ‘Matching Quality’ parts are produced by leading
manufacturers using the OE part as a specification template.
These parts are of the same or similar quality as OE and often
a more economical alternative. Under EU ‘Block Exemption
Regulations’ the use of these parts on your vehicle will not
invalidate your manufacturer’s warranty, provided the service
schedule is followed. We supply and fit the OE ‘Matching
Quality’ brands we trust through our years of experience and
knowledge.
• Counterfeit parts are a very real and dangerous problem for
the automotive industry and are worth £billions worldwide.
Service and consumable parts like filters and braking
components are high up on the list of the most faked parts
amongst many others. These parts are sold online or in some
instances by unscrupulous retailers. This is one reason why we
won’t fit parts from sources unknown to us or parts supplied
by customers. When it comes to fake or sub-standard parts
you’ll experience (as a minimum), poor performance and
breakdowns. In the worst-case scenario it could result in
critical failures, which have the potential to put the safety of
you and other road users at risk – let alone the cost of repair.
• Cataloging accuracy is another reason we decline to fit parts
supplied by customers (in addition to the issues with quality
and potential counterfeit products). Ordering the correct
part for your vehicle is often more complicated than just

entering your registration into a website. The parts supplied
to us are identified using the vehicle registration and VIN
number, against parts manufacturer and vehicle manufacturer
cataloging systems (online auction sellers for example, don’t
have this). This means that any potential issues with date
changes or specification changes can be spotted. Should a
mistake be made, we can get the parts changed in hours, not
days.
• The cost of parts is something that rears its head from
time-to-time. The simple fact is that cheap and counterfeit
products vary wildly in quality and don’t come close to
comparing to OE and OEM products, therefore it’s very easy
to find things cheaper online. We always endeavor to provide
the most economical repair, but this is never to the detriment
of quality. In the rare and unlikely event that a part we supply
and fit fails due to a manufacturing issue, our supplier and
the manufacturers have warranty procedures and support
systems in place to get you back on the road, not just offer
a replacement or refund – this support is not available from
online sellers or unscrupulous retailers.
I hope there’s some information in here to help alleviate a small
part of your daily frustrations. In Part Two, I’ll be looking at why
customers feel the need to say they know a mechanic, used to
be one, tell you how easy the job is, or a mixture of all three.
If you’d like this information in a Word document, to use in your
workshop literature, please email
 Nathan@Autotechnician.co.uk.

FIND US AT
 www.autotechnician.co.uk
 www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
 www.twitter.com/autotech_mag
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Oscilloscope Basics
By DAVID WAGSTAFF AAE MIMI Master Technician

There will come a time when we get a car in with a fault and
despite following our diagnostic procedure – with visual
inspections, code reads, live data checks, voltage checks and volt
drop testing – we still won’t have enough information to give
us a clear answer to what the underlying cause of the problem
is. This situation may occur on something as simple as a crank
sensor fault or a more complex issue such as a communication
network fault. This is often the point when the parts cannon gets
fired, guessing the cause of the issue. Take for instance our crank
sensor fault, you’ve done all the checks, so it must be the sensor
that’s faulty. Crank sensors are cheap and easy to fit, so worth a
guess, right? What if you fit the sensor and it still doesn’t cure the
issue? What if it had been a £1,500 ECU, would you be prepared
to gamble your own money on it? Or would you want to be
more certain it was faulty before committing? What next?
The answer is to use an oscilloscope to test the input or output
signal to prove a fault before we commit to a new part. An
oscilloscope is a very useful and powerful tool but seems to
be the tool that holds most fear in the hearts of technicians.
I guess the reason for that is that the machine doesn’t give
you a definitive answer in writing to a question, it requires the
technician to interpret what is displayed on the screen to come
to their own conclusion. To an inexperienced user this can be
confusing to say the least.
Let’s start with what an oscilloscope is and what it is capable of.
If I take you back to the days of your school science classes, you
may remember doing an experiment where you measured the
temperature of water as it was being heated. You would have
14

measured the temperature, perhaps once each minute and
plotted the results onto a graph, with time along the bottom
and temperature up the side. Each of your measurements
would have been plotted as a dot on the graph and when you
finished you drew a line through the dots to give you a curve.
That is exactly what a modern digital oscilloscope does, except
where you may have been taking a sample once a minute, the
oscilloscope will be taking thousands, if not millions, of voltage
samples per second, plotting them all as dots and joining them
with lines to display a waveform on the screen.

Getting set up
There are three basic settings that as a beginner you need to
worry about. The first is the voltage scale or maximum voltage
that can be displayed on the screen. It should be appropriate for
what you are expecting to measure. If you are trying to measure
something that has a small voltage and have the scope set
to show high voltage, the image will be too small to be seen
clearly. Conversely, with the scope set on too low a voltage,
the image will be off the top of the screen. Many automotive
systems work on 12-14 Volts, so probably the most common
scale to use would be the one with a maximum 20V. That is
0V at the bottom of the screen and 20V at the top. If you don’t
know what you are expecting to see, start with a high voltage
setting, then drop the voltage down until the image is displayed
somewhere around the middle of the screen without going off
the top.

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube

ngkntk.co.uk

VEHICLE
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SIMILAR BUT
DIFFERENT
There are good reasons why NTK Lambda sensors are the No.1 choice
of vehicle manufacturers around the world.

L AMBDA : NOx : EGTS : MAFMAP SENSORS

FROM THE WORLD’S NO.1

ADVERTORIAL

COMLINE BRINGS
FILTRATION TO LIFE WITH
BROCHURE THAT TELLS A
TECHNICIAN EVERYTHING
THEY NEED TO KNOW!
Technicians must have
confidence in the products
they are fitting and believe
they are offering genuine
value-for-money, to build
customer trust and increase
the likelihood of repeat
business.

TRUST IN COMLINE

Comline is the perfect brand for both
the technician and motorist, with a
filtration range that delivers reliability
and value-for-money to the motorist
whilst ensuring peace of mind and
profitability for the technician. The brand’s
First for Filters brochure illustrates this
in detail, as Comline brings filtration
to life and takes the technician on a
journey through the filter development
process, the technologies that determine
filter performance and the testing that
underpins Comline filter quality.

With its core product categories of
filtration, braking and steering &
suspension, coupled with growing ranges
of clutch kits, hubs & bearings, water
pumps and lubricants, Comline is a wellestablished brand with a fast-paced and
comprehensive development programme
but whilst confident in its offering,
Comline is quick to recognise the sheer
array of brands available to technicians
across the various product segments,
not least in filtration where there is no
shortage of choice. This sheer volume of
noise in the filter market is a key reason
why Comline chose to create its First for
Filters brochure.

The in-depth 40-page brochure also
explains how all the various ingredients
join together to create its diverse range.
With over 1,800 filter references in-range,
including air, oil, fuel and cabin/carbon
categories, Comline’s brochure describes
the countless variables that are carefully
considered as part of its development
process.

A technician is likely to recognise the
yellow and blue livery synonymous
with Comline. The independent British
brand has been making a significant and
positive contribution within the European
aftermarket for more than 25 years, and
its products are widely trusted here in the
UK, across the continent – and beyond.

Comline is a quality choice for the
technician, and its filters have played a key
role in earning various accolades. Comline
is officially one of Europe’s fastest-growing
companies, having recently completed an
International Track 200 hat-trick following

another year of significant and sustained
growth. The 2018 International Track 200
listing was the latest in a series of honours
for the company which included the
prestigious Queen’s Award for Enterprise:
International Trade, the UK’s highest
business accolade.

Comline’s growing reputation and
credentials as a filter supplier have led
to the brand joining the illustrious and
exclusive International Filter Testing
Services (IFTS), one of the world’s
leading filtration testing organisations.
Its relationship with IFTS is ensuring that
Comline filters are better than ever.

MILLIONS SOLD
General Manager – Product and Supply Chain, Miten Parikh, said: “Comline is a well-established
force within the European filter market and, for the better part of three decades, our distinctive
brand has experienced sustained and significant growth in this category.
“Simply put, filters are at the core of the Comline business, and we sell millions of meticulously developed,
precisely-manufactured filters to customers across the globe each year.”
01582 578 888 www.comline.uk.com
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SCAN HERE TO VIEW
COMLINE’S FILTER
BROCHURE AT
YUMPU.COM

The next is the time base, or how much time is shown across
the screen. Different scopes may show this as either the total
time across the screen, or as the time of each division across the
screen. Around 50ms (milliseconds) per division or 500ms across
the screen is a good place to start. Normally a good setting is
within a couple of clicks of this, but if in doubt, start at a long
time base (1 to 2 seconds across the screen) to check that you
are actually picking up a signal, then zoom in by reducing the
time to show more detail in the waveform.
The final step and one that seems to give a lot of trouble is
triggers. If you run the scope without a trigger the image is
drawn on the screen randomly and tends to jump around
a lot from side to side making it difficult to view. A trigger is
simply an event that the scope needs to see happen before it
starts drawing the image. This is often a rising or failing edge,
meaning that the scope needs to see the voltage rise or fall past
a set voltage point. You can normally set the trigger at different
points across the screen, so you see what happened leading up
to the trigger point or after it. The most important part about
the trigger is that it is used to stabilise the image on the screen.

training to get to grips with the basics is a must. Then the most
important thing is not to hide it away under the bench and only
get it out when the going gets tough, but to use it all the time. If
you spend time looking at waveforms that are good, you’ll spot
the problematic ones more easily.

One brand,
everything from
a single source.
Motor oils, additives, care products, chemical solutions
and service products for automotive, trucks, motorcycles,
marine and industry.
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So, once you have a stable image on the screen, what next? This
is where it gets tricky – you must interpret what is on the screen.
The easiest way to do this is to compare what is presented
with a known good waveform. This could mean having to get
another car that you know is good to measure, easy enough
if you work for a dealer, but more difficult as an independent
garage to have a similar car available. This is where I believe that
PicoScope has an advantage over most of the other scopes on
the market. Within the menu will be a pre-set to get you close
to a good image on the screen and a waveform library of known
good or bad images for you to compare with your own, to help
you make a decision. Waveforms can be emailed to others with
more experience to look at or posted on forums for support.
If you are going to take the next step towards fixing those
tricky faults and decide to invest in an oscilloscope, then some

For some
it is only chemistry.
For us, it is
our lifeblood –
made in Germany.

LIQUI MOLY GmbH
Jerg-Wieland-Straße 4
89081 Ulm | GERMANY

Phone: +49 731 1420-0
Fax:
+49 731 1420-75
E-Mail: info@liqui-moly.de

www.liqui-moly.com
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STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD AND INVITE
HYBRID REPAIR INTO YOUR WORKSHOP
You may be sitting on the fence when it comes to preparing
for Hybrid & EV repair, perhaps unconvinced by the numbers
on the road, the considerable infrastructure required if we all
decide to take the greener option, or you simply don’t rate them
and fail to see the need to tool up and train until customers
start demanding it. All valid points, of course, but although
the numbers are still relatively small, the take up of new and
second-hand electrified vehicles is rising significantly. Perhaps
if customers knew you could undertake this work, you’d find a
number of customers have been taking their plug-in elsewhere
for repair and maintenance. Autotechnician will highlight a
few individuals and workshops who are leading the way and
creating a future-proof business that sets them apart.
Here, we meet Peter Melville, who has established the Hybrid
and Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance, a support network that
provides a recognised standard for garages offering hybrid
and electric vehicle servicing and repairs. Members must meet
specified standards for training, tools, test and safety equipment
and HEVRA provides access to data, technical support, advice
and ongoing training.

HEVRA exists to help garages make the transition to
electric cars
Peter’s day job is tackling the diagnostic side of things at Nev’ll
Fix It, a thriving independent workshop in Tonbridge. Last year,
he needed to purchase a reliable commuter car and he went
for a plug-in Vauxhall Ampera. There was a problem with the air
con and the local dealer wouldn’t touch it, the nearest one that
could provide service and repair was over an hour’s drive away.
He realised the opportunity and grabbed it with both hands. In
January he set up HEVRA to help other garages move into this
arena and it now supports over 20 garages across the UK.
“Part of what we do, is training. The course I run in Tonbridge
provides everything a technician needs to know for servicing,
repairs, and some basic fault-finding, for minimum cost and
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inconvenience. We also offer packages, where people can also
pickup the required tools when they attend the course, so
they can get straight into when they get back to work.” Peter is
keen to point out that he doesn’t want HEVRA to become an
exclusive club for people who attend his training. Every garage
and mobile mechanic is able to join, as long as they meet the
required standard (must haves include air con equipment
for R134a and R1234yf with hybrid vehicle function, a Cat III
multimeter with Cat III leads and at least two pairs of Class O
electrical gloves – there’s a list available on the website). “HEVRA
membership is not about being able to do everything – it’s
about doing what you do to a high standard,” explains Peter.
“Most of our members do in-depth diagnostic work on hybrid
and electric cars, but some just do routine servicing and general
repairs. There’s a misconception that the drivetrain is the only
difference compared to traditional cars but there’s all sorts of
things – brakes, air con, even tyres.”
Members are listed on its professional register and receive
marketing support and regular newsletters with technical
content, including comprehensive overviews of particular
models, such as the Nissan Leaf, info in the following pages. It is
currently free to join with no ongoing costs but later this year,
Peter plans to introduce a monthly fee which will be around £25
to cover his time and expenditure. He comments: “Hopefully
you’ll decide the membership benefits are worth the cost
and stay with us. If not, you can leave whenever you like with
nothing to pay.”

 membership@hevra.org.uk
 www.hevra.org.uk
 www.facebook.com/HEVRAofficial

In the September issue of Autotechnician, we’ll talk to
Cleevely Electric Vehicles, the first independent garage within
Gloucestershire to become HEVRA and Go Ultra Low accredited
who offer an EV rental service and a cost-effective alternative to
main dealerships.
Don’t like the hybrid and EV vehicles VMs are churning out?
How about a plug-in classic Beetle or Jensen Interceptor? Turn
to page 60 to find out about classic car conversions…

ACADEMY

of Automotive Skills

HEVRA Vehicle Profile: Nissan LEAF EM61 and EM57 (2011-2017)
Introduced in 2011 in the UK, the Nissan Leaf (which stands
for Leading Environmentally-friendly Affordable Family car) is
the most popular all-electric vehicle on Britain's roads. With
a distinctive bug-eyed appearance and finned headlamps
to reduce wind noise, the combination of relatively low cost,
reliability and Nissan's dealer network has proved a hit with EV
buyers. Many Leafs are bought new on PCP or Lease, with the
fuel savings covering the monthly payments. In March 2013,
Nissan brought Leaf manufacturing to England, building the car
on the Qashqai line and sharing the Sunderland factory with
the Note and Juke models, with the high voltage batteries also
made locally. At the same time, Nissan updated the car with a
new black interior (early models were beige), improved battery,
heating system, new trim designations (including a new cheaper
'Visia' model) and a foot-operated parking brake replacing the
electric parking brake on all models. Early Japanese-built models,
model code EM61, will have a VIN beginning with J, UK-built cars
are model code EM57 and the VIN will start with S.
Under the bonnet, 2013-on (EM57) models are faced with the
Power Distribution Module housing the on-board charger,
DC-DC converter for 12V battery charging, air conditioning
relays, DC charging relays and charging fuses (these should
only blow in exceptional circumstances. To replace them
involves discharging the high voltage system and removing
the PDM cover, held in place with sealant). Under the PDM lives
the inverter, and beneath that the motor, reduction gear and
differential. Early (EM61) models have just the motor and inverter
under bonnet with the charger located in the rear of the vehicle.

BATTERY
The Leaf was launched with a 24kWh battery- this is the total
capacity. As with all traction batteries, the very top and bottom
of the battery are not used, so the useable capacity is a little
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less. 2013 brought an updated battery of the same capacity but
designed for reduced wear and it seems to be an improvement.
From 2016 a 30kWh battery was available as an option, with
the vast majority of buyers going for the larger version. 30KWh
variants can be identified by their higher gross weight on the
VIN plate (1970kg compared to 1945kg).
Battery ECU and System Main Relays are all located in the battery
case, however opening the case will void the battery warranty.

BRAKING SYSTEM
The Leaf's braking system consists of an electronic master
cylinder containing a motorised piston. When braking is
required, the brake motor operates a screw that pushes a
hydraulic cylinder, pushing fluid to the calipers in the usual
way. Driver brake demand comes from a stroke sensor on the
pedal. The Electronic Brake Unit and the Vehicle Control Module
communicate via CAN to establish how much of the braking can
be done by regeneration, and how much requires the friction
brakes. Friction brakes are used exclusively when the battery is
full, with regeneration also dependent on ambient temperature
and vehicle speed. The Electronic Brake Unit then operates the
motorised master cylinder to push fluid down to the calipers. If
the power supply fails, a backup power supply unit in the rear
of the vehicle provides electrical power to the braking system.
There is a further backup in the event of total failure, connecting
the pedal to the master cylinder and operating as a conventional
hydraulic system with no assistance or regeneration.
In the event of brake problems on starting the vehicle, check for
any type of device fitted in the vehicle's diagnostic connector.
These devices can drain the 12V battery and interfere with CAN
communication and we strongly recommend they’re not left
connected all the time.

The Electronic Brake Unit is one unit with the ECU, master
cylinder, reservoir, etc. although this only creates pressure. ABS
functions are handled by a conventional ABS control unit on
the other side of the engine bay – the two are linked by their
own network. A yellow warning light, a red warning light and
a warning buzzer are all fitted to alert the driver to a problem,
depending on the severity.

EM57 models (2013-2017)

Brake fluid is normally changed every two years and bleeding is
carried out with key on, engine off (press Start button without
touching brake pedal until ignition lights come on). Fill the brake
fluid reservoir, pump the pedal a few times, then open the bleed
valve and pump fluid through as required. Nissan recommends
bleeding right-hand-drive Leafs in the following order: nearside
rear, offside front, offside rear, nearside front.

Many diagnostic machines will interrogate the Leaf, however
many do not cover every module. Our preference is the G-Scan
from Blue-Print. If you have a scanner that connects to the car
but does not show detailed battery information, a nice add-on
is the LeafSpy app that works through a ELM327 dongle to pick
information from the vehicle's EV CAN network.

PARKING BRAKE

The Leaf's strut tops are prone to collecting rainwater, which will
rust the mounting nut and make it difficult to remove. A rubber
cover is available from Nissan- part number 54330- ED000worthwhile persuading your customer to have a pair fitted to
save pain in the future!

EM61 models (2011-2013)

Drum-in-disc operated by an EPB motor via cables. The actuator
is located under the rear of the vehicle, with the control module
a separate unit in the boot next to the brake emergency
power supply. Emergency release is under a cover in the boot
floor (push and rotate anti-clockwise). The parking brake will
only release automatically if the vehicle is in gear, accelerator
depressed and driver's seat belt fastened. The EPB actuator
position must be relearned with diagnostic equipment if the
actuator, cable or brake shoes have been disturbed. Brake shoes
can be adjusted via a hole in the disc – move the adjuster wheel
upwards to tighten until locked, then back off 7 clicks and make
sure the wheel turns freely.

Drum-in-disc operated by a foot pedal. Brake shoes can be
adjusted via a hole in the disc – move the adjuster wheel
upwards to tighten until locked, then back off until the wheel
turns freely.

DIAGNOSTICS

OTHER

It's also worth mentioning bodywork repairs – the high voltage
battery must be removed before the vehicle is put into an
oven. If using portable paint drying equipment, use a infrared
thermometer or thermal camera to monitor the sill area – it
should not exceed 60°C.

FURTHER INFORMATION
NISSAN SERVICE PRICES:
MINOR SERVICE : £149
MAJOR SERVICE: £199
WARRANTY INFORMATION:
Standard vehicle warranty:
3 years/60k miles
Lithium Ion battery warranty (against failure):
5 years/60k miles Lithium Ion battery warranty (against
excessive degradation*):
24kWh models: 5 years/60k miles
30kWh models: 8 years/100k miles
*excessive degradation is defined as fewer than 9 of 12
battery health bars remaining.
In addition to standard block exemption regulations,
Nissan will only honour warranties if the vehicle
battery pack case has not been opened.
An extended article available now on
www.autotechnician.co.uk covers all the Leaf’s
systems and High Voltage disconnection.
Thanks to Peter Melville at Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair
Alliance peter.melville@hevra.org.uk
www.hevra.org.uk
Note: Procedures described are for guidance only. Refer to
vehicle manufacturer's technical information for up-to-date
procedures. HEVRA cannot take responsibility for injury,
malfunction or accident.
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Diagnostics SENT into orbit
By James Dillon of Technical Topics

The problem as seen
or described

Observed
Behaviour

Critical Analysis
of the test data

Diagnostic
Problem Solver

What, When, How
& Where to Test – do it

Test
Specification

Hypothesis

Candidate
Selection

Experiential ‘guess’
as to likely root cause

The component(s)
which may
cause the problem

Figure 1: Diagnostic Process Loop

The advance of technology in the motor trade is, and has been
for many years, relentless. The changes over the past five years
have seen the widespread proliferation of the electrification of
motor transport, significant changes to diesel engine emission
control systems, a shift towards engine downsizing, major
advancement in direct petrol engine technology, internal engine
friction reduction measures, the ‘Connected Car’ and Over-TheAir-Updates, autonomous technology and so forth. It’s a very
exciting time to be involved.
Many of these changes will lead us, as technicians, having
to change the way we work. We will have to adopt different
working processes to repair and maintain vehicles. We will
have to adopt new techniques and learn to use different tools,
or similar tools in a new way, to effect diagnosis and repair. It
appears that the only constant in the world of the motor vehicle
technician is change itself.
One significant change in the nuts and bolts of vehicle control
systems, which will definitely impact on the future day-to-day of
the diagnostic technician, is the implementation, within control
systems, of sensing devices that use the SENT protocol. The
implementation of this technology will change the way we work
without doubt, particularly during control system diagnosis,
as SENT protocol sensors encode the data they gather from
the vehicle (such as coolant temperature or exhaust pressure).
The goals of the SENT implementation are low cost, high data
rate, high accuracy sensors. It is a unidirectional (from sensor
to ECU), point-to-point (no Bus) protocol. The big question is
how will this technology effect the diagnostic processes of the
technician?
The potential impact of this method of sensor information
encoding may be better understood when imagining a typical
system malfunction diagnosis. As our candidate vehicle,
let’s select a ‘cooking model’ VW Golf. Let’s say it has the 1.6
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Diesel engine fitted and is a 2018 Model Year. This vehicle has
dropped into limp mode and the engine management warning
light is on. The system has restricted performance and upon
interrogation with the scan tool, the system believes that the
DPF has significantly elevated levels of pressure prior to the DPF.
Typically, the traditional diagnostic process would involve them
observing the system behaviour to confirm the fault. They would
then develop a hypothesis, or theory, based on the observation
experience, expertise, and resultant ‘gut-feel’ on what could be
causing the observed behaviour. This hypothesis would identify
suitable candidate components which require data gathering
tests, such as system functions, sensors and actuators. The
technician would perform these tests then analyse the data,
using their expertise, in order to either prove or disprove the
malfunction of the candidate components. This process repeats
until the root cause is identified, see Figure 1: Diagnostic Process
Loop.
In practice, the process would run the following course… The
technician would validate the symptom that the customer
described, perhaps through a test drive. They would reach
for the serial data stream to retrieve a diagnostic trouble
code (observe system behaviour). This would help them
form a hypothesis. The technician would call up relevant data
PIDs (candidate selection), such as exhaust pressure actual
and desired, air flow, EGR, exhaust temperature, DPF regen
data, boost command and feedback and such like to gather
supporting data. Any anomalies in the serial data stream would
usually lead the technician towards carrying out a more detailed
component test with a scope, multimeter or pressure gauge
(test specification pass or fail). Analysis of this test data should
lead to the problem being solved.
But what if your multimeter or oscilloscope couldn’t be used
to verify the data output from a suspect sensor and you were

Figure 2: SENT component internals

only able to see a signal similar to a LIN data signal? How would
this make you feel? And more importantly, would it change or
affect the way you work? A key aspect of the diagnostic process
is to test the output of the suspect component to validate its
operation. Typically, this would involve both the serial data
stream and the raw signal voltage. This dual measurement
approach is required as many component failures can lead the
controlling computer (the ECU) to set a default value in the
datastream (the PID) to enable necessary calculations to be
carried out so the system can continue in limited operation
mode (Limp).
The big question is that if the PID cannot be validated against
a raw signal voltage comparator, how can differentiation be
made upon the root cause of the issue which prompted the
component validation in the first place? It is no longer possible,
with components using the SENT protocol, to probe and
compare. Also, it is no longer possible to use a signal simulator
(or decade box) to substitute the signal and observe expected
PID/data variation, as the raw signal never leaves the internals of
the sensing component, so voltage simulation will not work. See
Figure 2: SENT component internals.

The image in Figure 3 shows the data capture on the
oscilloscope. I have turned on the decoding tab to look at the
data contained within the SENT waveform. The image shows a
protocol ID, a diagnostic message (slow channel) and the sensor
data packets (fast channel). The data packets values change in
line with the physical pressure changing. Detailed analysis of this
data may offer an opportunity for further diagnostics.

The SENT component on the VW Golf looks a little like a normal
3-wire sensor, fitted with a 5V supply, a ground and a ‘signal’
wire (importantly, there are also 2-wire SENT devices). Upon
inspection, the signal wire can be seen outputting a regular train
of pulses and a typical data transfer profile. The data channel has
a logic low state at < 0.5 V and a logic high state at > 4.1 V.

Keeping pace with modern technology is critical to remaining
competitive in fixing broken motor cars. Technicians have to
keep pace with the changes and continually develop their
professional competencies. The ever-changing scene of vehicle
technology makes this work challenging, but also highly
rewarding.

Figure 3: SENT waveform

DIAGNOSTICS WORKSHOP
James Dillon and Andy Crook head to EMTEC College in
Nottingham in October to conduct a diagnostics workshop
with Autotechnician magazine. Interactive presentations will
prepare technicians and workshops to take their fault-finding
to the next level – looking at the psychology of diagnostics
and the traps we fall into as well as setting up your workshop
with the adequate equipment and support to help find the
root cause of problems more quickly.
A limited number of subsidised tickets will soon be available
– indicate your interest by emailing nicola@autotechnician.
co.uk and you will be notified as soon as the date is
confirmed.
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QUALITY PIPE DREAMS
By Rob Marshall
In general, the factory-fit Original Equipment (OE) exhaust
lasts considerably longer than the items that were fitted to
cars driven by our ancestors. Not only are advances in exhaust
design and materials responsible for the situation but better fuel
technology (including reduced sulphur blends), higher engine
efficiency and mechanisms that promote rapid heating of the
catalysers for emissions-reducing purposes have also played
their roles.
While our politicians remain determined to demonise diesel
passenger vehicles in particular, exhaust systems on heavy-oil
fuelled cars tend to last longer than those powered by petrol;
one reason for this is a layer of carbon that forms within the
pipes and silencers, isolating the metal from moisture and
corrosive gases.
So, how can Klarius Products, an aftermarket exhaust developer
and the UK’s largest producer, claim an increase in both turnover
and profit, when the market appears to have flatlined?
To explain, the company's co-founder and Business
Development Director, Paul Hannah, told Autotechnician that,
while focussing on the company's core expertise of design,
engineering and manufacturing complete Type Approved
exhaust systems remains a priority, it has had to react quickly
to the changing market-place. Specifically, he explains that:
"In addition to stocking large quantities of exhausts, we have
invested in designing systems for newer cars and, very often, we
have been the first to offer an aftermarket alternative. This has
meant that we have had to make our production processes far
more flexible."
The investment necessary has been considerable but it has
allowed the company to produce small batches and stock a
greater range of exhaust systems, and their related components,
while not raising storage costs – something that, ultimately,
controls trade prices.

A Type Approved exhaust system may have advantages for
the customer but it also ensures conformity of fit, making
replacement easier and faster for the technician.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE FUTURE

It is little wonder, therefore, that much of Klarius's growth
has been supplying replacement systems for newer ecopetrol models, with the Toyota Prius being among one of the
company's most popular lines.

UPHOLDING THE QUALITY STANDARD

This illegal non-Type Approved catalytic converter (pictured left)
contains the wrong sized internal monolith and its pale shade
indicates a lack of precious metals, unlike the compliant Klarius
component, on the right.

While replacement catalytic converters and Diesel Particulate
Filters have to comply with mandatory Type Approval standards,
a British quirk is that the rest of the exhaust system, including
the pipe and silencer boxes, do not – unlike the rest of Europe.
Rather than existing solely to keep bureaucrats in employment,
Type Approval confirms that the aftermarket exhaust system
performance standards, including those of noise, fuel efficiency
and back pressure levels, must either equal, or better, those set
by a replacement exhaust system supplied by a main dealer.

EXHAUSTS, CATS AND DPFS

Mr Hannah advises that technicians will be replacing more
exhaust systems in the future. Part of this is fuelled by the
reduction in newer diesel car sales and the increase of not only
petrol hybrids but also three-cylinder turbocharged units that
power an increasing number of vehicles in the UK car parc. He
explains that: "In order to reduce weight on these eco-focussed
models, the exhausts are made from thinner metal. Those fitted
to the inherently imbalanced turbocharged three-cylinder
engines are subjected to greater vibrations, which place the
complicated internal baffles that are required to silence the
uneven exhaust gas pulses, under additional stress. In the case of
hybrid petrol cars specifically, because the average engine tends
not to be running continually, especially in city conditions, the
water produced by the combustion process condenses within
the exhaust, instead of exiting as steam, causing it to corrode
from the inside, out."
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Paul Hannah, pictured left, explains how Klarius Products is preparing
for future replacement exhaust system demand, by focussing on
lean and flexible production, investment in new product lines and
maintaining its focus on being the only Type Approval producer of
complete systems in the UK.

"We recognised that this legal situation was a problem right
from our company's inception," explained Hannah, "because
non-approved exhaust systems were being offered on the British
market that we found not only increased fuel consumption and
produced higher levels of real-world pollution (with our own
testing revealing NOx emissions being twenty times higher and
hydrocarbons 50% more) but their fitment also made the car
technically illegal to drive on other EU countries' roads. This is
why we insist on fully Type Approved exhausts, only."
Therefore, the benefits of offering a customer a certified exhaust
system include, potentially, superior fuel economy, better engine
performance, lower emissions and less chance of an MOT failure.
The message appears to be getting through to suppliers. Euro
Car Parts and subsidiary companies of the Alliance Automotive
Group, for example, will not supply anything other than fully
compliant Type Approved systems to their trade and retail
customers.

To ensure Type Approval compliance, Klarius tests vehicles both on its
own dedicated outdoor facility and on an indoor rolling road, prior
to examining the specification of a main dealer supplied replacement
exhaust system.

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
Some of us with longer memories recall that Klarius Products hit
the headlines three years ago, when the firm was accused and
investigated for allegedly breaching Type Approval standards.
Is the company being hypocritical today, by continuing to
promote such a strong stance on the formal standards?

"Not at all," insists Hannah, who clarified, "After a considerable
and lengthy investigation, the Vehicle Certification Agency's
conclusions matched our initial assertions, in which
administrative error was responsible, where certain Type
Approval registration documents were not transferred
correctly from our former holding company. This had neither
technical, nor environmental, implications."

EXHAUSTS, CATS AND DPFS

Klarius also reports that the investigation and experience of
working closely with the government agency has benefitted
the company's subsequent procedures, which led to further
improvements in product quality and production efficiencies.
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MOVING FORWARD
Klarius Products remains committed to its goal of being the first
aftermarket exhaust company to provide independent factors
and repair businesses with alternatives to main-dealer systems
that equal, or better, their performance. In the last year, the
company has added approximately 500 new parts, equating to
200 individual car models, to its 10,000+ product line.
Klarius is preparing for the future with heavy recent investments
in not only its production and warehouse sites but also a new
delivery van fleet and achieving ISO 9001:2015 certification for
its quality systems, which comes into force this autumn.
Type Approved catalytic converters and DPFs are now a legal
requirement in the UK, unlike complete systems

Governments may be proud of their sound-bytes of ridding the
world of internal combustion, but Klarius proves that its demise
is still a long way off.

Understanding
how faults
affect gas
emission
levels
Delphi Technologies does not make
a song and dance about its technical
training and it could perhaps be the firm’s
best kept secret! Courses take place at
a bespoke facility in Warwick, are open
to all and are conducted in small groups
of up to six, providing half the content
within the classroom and the other in the
workshop. Autotechnician was invited
to a ‘walk through’ of its Understanding
Emissions course, which provides a
thorough overview of exhaust gas values
and their relationships, catalytic converter
operation and diagnosis, and how to
interpret emissions values to get to the
bottom of engine management faults.

It was a real eye opener and course
trainer Jon, who has spent the last 28
years repairing petrol and diesel systems,
explained that people assume you don’t
need to know the basics anymore since
the introduction of the closed loop
system, but he insists this is simply not
the case, suggesting workshops are not
using their emissions analysers to their
full potential. Understanding the emission
values and the process involved can give
clues to problems elsewhere and a quick
probe up the exhaust will prove various
problems such as misfires and air leaks.
Candidates should have a good
understanding of engine management

systems and diagnostic procedures and
be familiar with a 4-gas analyser. Even if
you’ve been in the trade for years, you’re
sure to have some knowledge gaps
plugged with this one.
A master tech attended this course,
having failed the emissions part of his
ATA. It took him the full day to get to grips
with it all but went on to attain the ATA
and confidently fix problems that had
been highlighted in the course.
To find out more about its training
programme, visit
 delphitraining.co.uk

Auto Frontal
As garages are constantly faced with new cars, this
brings new challenges and the all important question
of where do you look for help?
Auto Frontal is a PC based portal where all of your
important information can be in one place.
Whether it is technical data, service data, service
schedules, technical bulletins, fault codes, wiring
diagrams, component location, repair procedures,
conversion and calculations or general tips and hints,
Auto Frontal is crammed with information that has
been reviewed and documented from real
garage based feedback.
* VRM lookup
Furthermore selected diagnostic equipment
* Service schedule
can be embedded into Auto Frontal to
* Fault codes
streamline and enhance your diagnostic
* Technical bulletins
procedures and finally the technical support
* Technical data (HaynesPro)
package completes the services to ensure
* Tips - Hints
All your important information
everything is at your fingertips.
* Technical support
in one place
* Much much more

m £349.00

fro

Auto Frontal

Please visit our website for full details

www.hickleys.com

01823 328531
sales@hickleys.com
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Euroflow discuss
the ‘one size fits all’
approach
The best aftermarket exhaust components are designed
to work at least as well as, and sometimes better than, the
original equipment. EuroFlo Premium Emission Systems
says that, apart from keeping noise to an acceptable
minimum, a quality replacement exhaust system helps
create the correct balance between exhaust gas flow
capacity and velocity; crucial in getting the exhaust gases
out of the combustion chamber efficiently.
Any resistance to flow creates backpressure, reducing
performance and increasing fuel consumption. Too much
flow capacity can negatively impact velocity, while too
much velocity can lead, in extreme cases, to reversion,
which will negatively impact the scavenging of exhaust
gases, making the engine work harder to compress the
exhaust gases to a higher pressure, leading to increased
fuel consumption and reduced performance.
Because of the nature of a 4-stroke engine, exhaust gases
are not produced in a steady, smooth stream, it produces
4 distinct pulses per complete engine cycle. The pulses in
the exhaust flow create low pressure areas behind them,
creating a vacuum which assists with the scavenging of
the exhaust gases from the cylinder – think of the way F1
drivers try to get into the slipstream of the driver in front.

®

Over 2.5 million satisfied
customers in 2017

Pollen season is just around
the corner...

Stop it in
its tracks

Keep your customers protected this hay fever season,
RECOMMEND CROSLAND CABIN FILTERS

CALL YOUR LOCAL EURO CAR PARTS BRANCH TODAY!

The size of the vacuum created depends on the velocity of
the flow – the higher the velocity, the bigger the vacuum
behind each pulse, and the most effective scavenging is
achieved. At low RPM, these pulses are relatively widely
spaced, so the vacuum effect is more pronounced. As the
RPM rises, the pulses get closer and closer together, becoming
more like a constant flow and the vacuum effect becomes
greatly diminished.
An exhaust system, correctly tuned for the vehicle, will offer
the best performance across the widest range of engine
power/torque and optimised fuel efficiency at any given time.
Within a typical EuroFlo silencer box, each perforated inner
pipe (baffle) has a unique configuration of holes designed, in
conjunction with the rest of the system, to deliver optimum
performance for that specific application.
Some other manufacturers use standard perforated tubing
for all applications. This ‘one size fits all’ approach can only
negatively affect performance (see illustration on previous
page, EuroFlo on the left, other product widely available in the
UK market on the right).
EuroFlo’s heavily engineered internals incorporate multiple
chambers, unique hole patterning and sound control
chamber technology, all designed to maximise sound
absorption.
A more traditional, older technology, used by other
manufacturers is to use sound absorption materials, like
e-glass. The sound waves get trapped in the fibres instead of
escaping the silencer. This can be a cheaper manufacturing
solution as it drastically reduces the structural complexity of
the interiors (fewer baffles and less internal pipe work). The
fibres also trap water and exhaust gas materials that produce
harmful chemical reactions and compromise the sound
absorption efficiency, durability and performance of the
silencer.
A fully aluminised exhaust is also a key
feature of a quality exhaust system, as
this provides extended product life
and it is this feature that enables
EuroFlo to offer a 3-year warranty.

 Adrian.mc@mwd.uk.com
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EGR Coolers
Increasingly stringent emission regulation has given the Exhaust
Gas Recirculation cooler a critical role in the design of diesel
engine systems, specifically to reduce the amount of nitrous
oxide (NOx) they emit.
This goal is achieved by returning some ‘cooled’ exhaust gas
back into the engine, reducing its volume and increasing its
density. Without the use of an EGR cooler, many vehicles would
simply not be able to pass the tough Euro 6 engine emission
legislation.
The cooling of the exhaust gas is made possible by passing a
part of the main gas stream between the exhaust manifold and
the turbocharger through the EGR cooler, which recirculates
coolant and acts as a heat exchanger – the gas is cooled, then
directed into the air intake. Through this cooling, combustion
temperature in the engine drops, which reduces the amount of
NOx the engine produces.

Sensor performance checks

Behr Hella Service has introduced several new references into its
range of EGR coolers to cater for increasing aftermarket demand.

 hella.sales@hella.com

Although best known for its OE spark and glow plugs, NGK is
also the world’s largest manufacturer of Lambda sensors and
supplies the aftermarket under the NTK brand name.
It encourages garages to always use a bespoke OE quality
Lambda sensor and steer clear of ‘universal sensors’, designed
to cover as many applications as possible by splicing in the
connector from the unit being replaced. In theory, sounds like a
good idea but in practice, the potential for a mismatch with the
vehicle’s system or subsequent premature failure is high.

EXHAUSTS, CATS AND DPFS

NGK says a new NTK Lambda sensor should be fitted when a
vehicle’s catalytic convertor is replaced. A worn or failed sensor
can result in drastically reduced control of the fuelling system,
which could result in increased fuel consumption, uneven
running, general poor performance or failure of an emission test.
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NGK recommends that the function of the sensor is checked
every 20,000 miles or annually. A malfunction of an associated
part can directly affect sensor performance. An oscilloscope and
gas analyser is a much more accurate way of assessing sensor
performance than relying on fault codes alone – look for slow
response times, output range and heater function.
Contaminants from poor quality oils and fuel, which remain
in the exhaust gases, can become deposited on the sensor
element affecting its operation. Even coolant from a leaking
head gasket can reach the element.
 www.ngkntk.co.uk

DPF cleaning system
Carbon Clean has developed a new DPF cleaning machine
that will help restore performance, eradicate fault codes
and help drivers meet the new MOT directives. The DCS-16
allows for highly pressurised water and its Power Cleaner
solution to be forced through DPFs safely, cleaning the
entirety of the DPF in the process, without the need for
invasive entry, cutting or welding and negating the cost
of an expensive replacement.The service also includes the
addition of Power Protect, a solution that helps prevent
future carbon build up by reducing soot to combust at 450
degrees rather than the traditional 650.
www.myenginecarboncleaner.co.uk

EVERYDAY
GOOD NEW
VALUE
BRAKES
Many customers just want safe, solid
replacement brakes, at a down to earth
price. That’s where Don wins – a range
of good quality, affordable brake pads
and discs everyone can rely on.
Ask your distributor for Don everyday.

Covering 85% of the European car parc
100% copper-free brake pads
Partially coated discs – for anti-corrosion
Ready to fit, straight from the box
Exceeding ECE R90 standards
From TMD Friction – world leaders in braking

For more information,
visit don-brakes.com

This is Kitty Zhu,
TRW Product Manager.
Whether she’s working with brake discs
or performing a tea ceremony, she
wants every element to be perfectly
balanced. Take our High Carbon
Discs. They offer better stability and
performance because they resist higher
temperatures without distorting.
For a truly great performance,
rely on True Originals.
Watch Kitty’s story at
www.trwaftermarket.com/en/brakediscs

TRUE
ORIGINALS

www.trwaftermarket.com/en/brakediscs

As part of ZF Aftermarket, every TRW part is built to meet the challenge, just like the
dedicated people around the world who bring them to you. Backed by a global network
of aftermarket experts, TRW products set the standards for safety and quality.
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ZF advise on emergency release
for the Electric Park Brake
The Electric Park Brake (EPB) offers several advantages over a
conventional cable operated handbrake: extra cabin space, optimum
braking force under all conditions, hill-start assist, and the ability to
provide controlled emergency braking of the vehicle. However, the
EPB can also exhibit a problem that rarely occurs on mechanical
versions – failure to release.
The cause of this fault is interruption of the power supply to the
electric motor-driven actuators that press the brake pads against
the brake discs. To determine the exact failure mode, an appropriate
diagnostic tool must be connected to read the stored fault codes.
To recover the vehicle to the workshop, it may be necessary to open
the brake with the emergency release. Some vehicle manufacturers
offer an integrated system to perform this function, check the
manual. When this is not the case, or the information is not readily
available, ZF Aftermarket engineers recommend using a generic
approach to emergency release as described below.

Fig. 1: Removing the connector from the brake actuator

EMERGENCY RELEASE PROCEDURE
A word of warning at the outset – do not connect an external power
source to attempt to release the brake, as this could destroy the
actuator control system.
Remove the electrical power connector: Using a suitable tool,
disengage the connector and pull it from the actuator (Figure 1).
Some EPB systems use actuators with an integrated cable, in which
case, the plug connection must be disconnected on the cable
harness of the vehicle. This is generally located in the corresponding
wheel housing.

Fig. 2: Removing the brake actuator fixing screws

Remove the actuator: Loosen and remove both fixing screws of the
actuator (Figure 2) and release any cable holders. The actuator can
now be pulled from the housing (Figure 3) to reveal the spindle that
applies the brake.
Release the brake: Using a suitable spline tool, turn the spindle in a
clockwise direction (Figure 4) until the brake disengages and the
road wheel turns freely.
Refit the actuator: Check the condition of the sealing ring at the
periphery of the spindle housing and if necessary, replace it. Insert
the actuator, ensuring that the sealing ring seats correctly – a light
film of brake fluid applied to the seal will ease reassembly. The motor
may have to be rotated slightly to engage the actuator with the
spindle.

Fig. 3: Pulling the brake actuator from its housing

Replace the fixing screws, initially giving them a few turns by hand
without tools to avoid the possibility of cross-threading – if the thread
is inadvertently damaged, the complete brake caliper will have to be
replaced. Tighten the screws to the torque specified by the vehicle
manufacturer, then reinstall the electrical power connector.

Visit www.autotechnician.co.uk to view/download a Brake servo
fault-finding guide

Fig. 4: Turning the actuator spindle to release the brake

BRAKING

With the brakes released and reassembled, the vehicle can be taken
to the workshop for full diagnosis and repair. Where new parts are
required, ZF recommends the use of original equipment components
such as those provided within its Lemförder, Sachs, TRW and Boge
brands.
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Chris Meredith, centre, and his team at ABP Motorsport

PROUD TO FIT SCHEME APPROACHES
1,500 MEMBERS

always do a stellar job for them, and means our training and
servicing are of the highest standard, to match the quality of the
product.”

Launched in 2014, the Proud to Fit scheme promotes workshops
that meet its high standards. Once criteria are met, and Pagid
and IMI Accredited training is complete, the Proud to Fit garage
graduates to become a Pagid Professional garage.

Pagid sends regular newsletters to member garages to keep
them up to date with industry news, training and range updates,
as well as promoting them on www.pagid.com which features a
post code search facility.

Proud to Fit garages benefit from training and exclusive access
to technical resources and the Technical Sales Team, videos and
promotional materials, including Proud to Fit signage.

Independent garage owners in the UK can find out more about
Pagid Proud to Fit, and apply to join, by visiting pagid.com/
pagid-pro/proud-to-fit.

Its braking programme covers 99% of the UK’s vehicle parc
and is complemented by a range of braking tools, exclusively
available through Euro Car Parts, offering delivery usually within
30 minutes.

LATEST REFERENCES

Chris Meredith at ABP Motorsport in Crewe is a Pagid Proud to
Fit member. He said: “We operate in a highly competitive market
that is driven by quality, customer service and trust. Being a
Pagid Proud to Fit garage reassures our customers that we will

Pagid has added 20 new product lines to its range so far this
year, additions include front brake pads on the VW Arteon (2017
onwards) and the BMW i8 plug-in hybrid (2014 onwards). It also
has new brake disc applications for the Nissan Navara (NP300
2015) and the Renault Megane (2016 onwards).
 www.pagid.com/brakebook

BRAKING TECHNICAL TEASER
Even the most highly-skilled technician can be caught out by an uncommon fault.
Below is a technical teaser from a genuine enquiry handled by Euro Academy’s
Technical Helpline. Can you get to the root of the problem?

PROBLEM:
The helpline recently received a call regarding ABS lights on the
dashboard of a Nissan Qashqai. The customer was complaining of the
“traction control” light on and the “Traction control OFF” light on. After
completing a scan of the ABS system, two fault codes were found:

BRAKING

1. C1130 - ABS control module - invalid data received from engine
control module (ECM)
2. C1132 - ABS control module - invalid data received from engine
control module (ECM).
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The repairer started looking into issues with the ABS system and found all
wheel speeds were being registered and there were no signs of corrosion
in the ABS module, which may lead to the lack of data. This is when the
repairer called the Technical Helpline.

SOLUTION:

QU

IZ

The advisor told the repairer that there was
likely to be a blockage in the pipe on the DPF
differential pressure sensor. A replacement pipe
was installed, and the faults were cleared with no
issue.
The Technical Helpline is a free service for
all Autofirst Network members. It provides
troubleshooting, repair/diagnostics assistance
and technical information on any vehicle or
manufacturer. The helpline has access to repair
manuals, circuit diagrams, parts catalogues and
component locations for any vehicle that comes
into the workshop.
omnipart.eurocarparts.com/euro-academy

YOU'RE

IN

CONTROL

WANT TO PLAY IT SAFE?
CHOOSE THE POWER OF PERFORMANCE

VISIT US AT

www.ferodo.co.uk

Discover the power of the OE-proven technology
FRANKFURT 2018
with Ferodo® ECO-FRICTION® Brake Pads and unlock
full access to exceptional performance, outstanding
HALL 3.0
stopping distance and dedication to safety. Now, you
STAND D51
can keep control, even in the most extreme situations
while being environmentally conscious with this zero to low
copper technology. Find out more about this breakthrough in green
brake pad technology on: www.ferodo.co.uk

Ferodo® is a registered trademark of Federal-Mogul LLC or one or more of its subsidiaries in one or more countries.

The environmentally friendly pads were
also subjected to extensive SAEJ2521
noise dynamometer tests, replicating real
world conditions. Delphi Technologies
came top on all tests, recording a nearsilent 9.6 on the noise index, (ten being
silent,) 0.5 points ahead of the next best
brands.
“We know noise is one of the biggest sources
of customer comebacks on brakes,” says
Neil Fryer, VP of Global Marketing. “Our pads
feature OE-quality shims, chamfers and
underlayer technology for optimum noise
reduction, resulting in a pad that’s even
quieter than the OE part.”

COPPER-FREE PADS PUT TO THE TEST
Delphi Technologies’ copper-free brake pads were recently tested against an OE
equivalent and six other leading aftermarket brands.
At ECE Regulation 90 speeds of 100mph, a VW Passat 2.0 TSI equipped with Delphi
Technologies’ pads stopped more than four meters ahead of the second placed brand
and over 17 meters ahead of the worst. This is significant because, in the last four
meters of braking at this speed, a vehicle can still be travelling at ten mph, and in the
last 17 meters, 35 mph. Importantly, at both speeds, the vehicle fitted with Delphi
Technologies’ pads stopped under control, demonstrating a stable friction coefficient
that mirrors the OE.
Delphi Technologies’ pads also provided impressive results in the wet, registering the
lowest reduction in friction coefficient levels from dry to wet conditions. The company’s
copper-free technology averaged a friction coefficient loss of 30% across the six stops,
compared with declines ranging from 34% to 81% for the other brands.

After 2,140 stops at different speeds and
pressures, the pad experienced the least
wear – lasting 33 percent longer than the
next closest brand.
“These tests clearly demonstrate the
engineering prowess that goes into our
brake pads,” concludes Fryer. “Each one
is manufactured to achieve the optimal
balance between noise, stopping distance
and wear. This allows technicians to fit with
confidence, knowing that they’re installing
a quality pad that will deliver exceptional
braking performance time and time again.”
Full details of the test results available at
 delphiautoparts.com.

TIPS ON PAD REPLACEMENT AND
CAUSES OF UNEVEN WEAR
Comline’s Braking Product Manager, Richard Newman:
“Grit on the roads throughout winter affects pads, especially
on Japanese cars where there’s a lot of hardware like sliders
that the brakes fit into. I’d always recommend you replace
them.
“Use a good quality brake lubricant and nowadays, with
ABS, I’d advise against using composite, but if you are,
use it sparingly as it can interfere with ABS signals. My
recommendation is to use one of the ceramic pastes.
“Look at the hardware – if it’s worn, replace it. It all wears at
the same time, it’s not a lifetime fit, and what’s under that
hardware, especially where it sits in the carrier where they clip
in. Get rid of any rust and ‘gunge’ in there. This expands and
limits the travel of the pad, starts to stick and you get uneven
wear. If this happens the customer will be back with a part
worn pad all caused by the lack of cleanliness of the caliper.

BRAKING

“Common sense tells you if there’s more wear on one pad
than the other, there’s a problem – either with the caliper,
the sliding calipers not moving properly, or if the disc looks
overheated, the pads got to be binding and that can mean
the caliper is seized or the piston itself. It could be a faulty
brake hose – if it’s collapsed inside, the fluid doesn’t return
back up when you take your foot of the pedal, so it’s always
partially binding it. All these things contribute to uneven wear.”
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Team Modulo Drago CORSE fits Ferodo Racing pads to its KENWOOD NSX GT3

FERODO RACING:
‘BRAKING’ RECORDS
We spoke to Ferodo Racing to learn of cross-overs between the
world of motorsport and the ultra-competitive aftermarket for
brake components.

BRAKING

Engines racing, hearts pounding and knuckles clenched white.
The smell of hot oil, clutch and brake pads fills the nostrils as
drivers battle for the perfect line. The M25 is a fearsome place.
As unlikely as it may sound for anybody accustomed to the
cut-and-thrust nature of rush-hour London, there’s a proving
ground that provides even more arduous conditions for the
development of OE components: motorsport. In one vital area
– braking – it is a world that has, in various forms and across
a myriad of championships, been dominated by Ferodo since
the company provided stopping power for the Parry-Thomas
world land speed record of 1926. We spoke to Ferodo Racing
to find out how much cross-over exists between brake friction
technologies destined for road or race.
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“In a way, motorsport is more straightforward,” explained
Edward Little, technical manager, Ferodo Racing, Federal-Mogul
Motorparts EMEA. “Teams are looking to stop as quickly and
repeatedly as possible, with consumables lasting – as a worstcase scenario – for as long as the most demanding stage, race
or conditions require. Vehicle manufacturers on the other
hand, must consider the expectation for longer life-cycles of
up to 60,000 km, ever more stringent NVH (noise, vibration and
harshness) levels and efficiency – including the environmental
impact of friction materials. If you were to fit true race-derived
pads and discs to a mass-produced car, there would be a global
outcry as their characteristics are simply not suitable for road
use.”
“Very high-performance road pads can be used for light
racing but use of race pads on the road would quickly wear
OE-specification discs, not to mention be too noisy and offer
compromised performance at low temperatures. Race pads are

designed to withstand extremes, with an optimal operating
temperature above what you would normally expect to attain
in road conditions,” said Little. “Development of road and race
friction materials is similar, relying on processes that determine
the optimal blend of ferrous metals, carbons and ceramics, and
abrasives such as silicon carbide and alumina. The search for
new options is continuous. For race applications, dynamometer
testing and simulation of race conditions follows – from hot
to cold, or fast and slow, for example. If a product is achieving
encouraging results then it is progressed to more rigorous trials
and, ultimately, the greatest test: trials with race teams.”
Little explains that while the cross-over between road and race
is less than you may expect, there are distinct similarities and
synergistic benefits to be felt. For example, the ability to carry
out high performance testing for the most extreme trackbiased road car compounds, or accelerated development of
components for niche manufacturers of high performance
vehicles. In the past, the demanding nature of race pads has
led to easy detachment from the metal backing plate. The
development of mechanical methods to replace the adhesives
are now benefitting road cars; a significantly reduced chance of
detachment has led to far safer pads in all road conditions.
The bedding-in process is equally important for both
applications and is an area that Ferodo Racing thinks could
evolve in future. “Pads ‘remember’ the way they have been
thermally processed for motorsport use – the performance
of the microstructure is determined by it,” concluded Little. “If
pads were taken straight out onto the track then performance
would be inadequate, and this is the task carried out by
‘bedding-in’ new pads for road use. Although it’s currently a
costly consideration, in the future we could see a scenario where
aftermarket pads have undergone a similar thermal processing
to provide a true ‘ready to go’ option.”
Quick to evolve and fast to stop, the world of brake friction
material development is a complex one. If one thing is clear, it’s
that the diversity of Ferodo’s capability and expertise is ready for
track or commuter hack.

delphiautoparts.com

Trusted for
Brakes
You put your trust in your brakes every day. So
it makes sense to fit a brand that you trust too.
For brakes that are designed and manufactured to
meet the same standards of performance, reliability
and longevity as the OE, Trust Delphi.

©2018 Delphi Automotive Systems LLC. All rights reserved.
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SHIM TECHNOLOGIES FOR A
QUIETER RIDE

discs acting as ‘loudspeakers’. Furthermore, the size, design and
condition of the whole wheel – the rim and tyre – can also have
an impact.

Textar’s Technical Manager, Scott Irwin, discusses the types of
noises made by the brake system – and why – as well as the
shim technologies that dampen brake noise, including the
manufacturer’s latest innovation, Textar Q+.

To eradicate this issue, TMD Friction is constantly developing its
shim technology across its various brands globally, to effectively
dampen noise and improve performance. One of the latest
products to hit the market is the Q+ from Textar, the premium
brake range within TMD’s portfolio.

Automotive innovation has advanced to a point where cars
are much quieter, showing little vibration and no brake squeal.
Although there is a debate surrounding electric cars of the
future being too quiet, there are technologies being developed
to ensure the braking systems of today’s vehicles can keep up
with ‘low noise’ expectations.

BRAKING

Brakes are not silent by their nature. However, they have become
much quieter over the years thanks to extensive research and
development. One of the technologies is the development of
the shim, which works in conjunction with the brake pad to
lower noise frequency. Brakes inevitably cause vibration when
they are applied and, depending on their frequencies, these
vibrations can be perceived in various forms.
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A low frequency is often referred to as ‘creep groan’, ‘humming’
or ‘judder’, while medium to high frequencies can cause a
‘squeal’ or so-called ‘wirebrushing’. All of these are affected by a
number of factors, including the friction coefficient of the pad or
lining and counter material, friction speed, contact pressure, as
well as the design of associated components and their natural
frequency and dampening behaviour. Air temperature and
humidity can also play an important role.
All components within the braking system and chassis, right
down to the rubber car body mounts, are involved in noise
generation, with the brake assembly taking a lead role and the

Textar is the original equipment brand behind the majority of
the world’s vehicle manufacturers and Q+ offers OE technology
to the aftermarket. The lamination and composite nature of the
product helps to eliminate noise through its layered design,
along with a special adhesive that bonds the sections together
and provides dampening properties. The layers are formed
from rubber and metal and by their nature, help to change the
frequency of the sound the brakes make, so humans are unable
to hear it. Textar has also included an innovative textile-like
texture on the Q+, which dampens and decouples the brake
pad effectively from other braking components.
Comprehensive research, including a dynamometer test and
on-the-road trial, showed significant comfort improvements
with Q+. However, the best results were achieved when the
Q+ brake pads were combined with Textar brake discs, as these
components have been designed to complement each other.
With technology showing no signs of slowing down and with
the possibility of electric vehicles on the horizon, it is important
for manufacturers to be constantly innovating, to be ready for
future developments.
Technical team: 0330 0583 908 or
 uk.technical@tmdfriction.com

WATER BASED
TECHNOLOGY PREVENTS
RUST AND SAVES
INSTALLATION TIME
Borg & Beck’s BECKTEC coated discs, available through
aftermarket supplier First Line, incorporate a water-based
technology, producing a fully protected disc. This not
only looks good and remains rust-free, but also saves time
during installation, as technicians do not have to clean
them or remove any oil residue before fitting, so they can
go straight from the box to the hub.
Borg & Beck’s BECKTEC double rubber shimmed pads
utilise fine copper-free metallic fibres consistent with the
original equipment (OE) formulation, which mitigates the
corrosive effects and noise associated with coarser, less
expensive pads that wear quickly and perform less effectively.
In-line with OE specification, the pads are chamfered and
grooved, and where applicable, supplied with integral wear
leads, sensors, bolts and accessories.
The Borg & Beck Braking range encompasses more than 1,600
discs and 1,250 pads and grows on a monthly basis. Notable
new-to-range references include: front brake discs to fit the Audi
A4 Quattro/Allroad 2.0T, 2.0TD 2015> BBD6147S and the front
brake pads to fit VAG S1 Quattro, Ibiza Cupra and Polo GTI 2014>

BBP2610 and Land Rover Discovery Sport, Range Rover Evoque
2.0TD 2015> BBP2614.
Another essential when it comes to Braking is the brake cable,
particularly with the growing use of electronic handbrake
systems. Despite their increasing popularity, it can be difficult to
source replacements. Having identified this requirement, First
Line has introduced a comprehensive range into its extensive
Brake Cable portfolio.
01869 248 484

On-car
brake lathes

On-truck
brake lathes

Free
Demonstrations

Better
break service

Technical
support

On-site
training

Create more profit from
your existing business.
Enhance profits with improved customer service.

Reduce spend on used sales car preparation.
Be different - offer a faster more
cost effective service than your competitors.

www.brakelathe.co.uk
enquiries@haweka.co.uk

Tecalemit Garage Equipment Co Ltd • Eagle Rd
Langage Business Park • Plymouth • Devon • PL7 5JY • UK

From
Sales: 00 44 (0) 1752 219124
Fax:
00 44 (0) 1752 219128
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Call us for a free demonstration
of the Pro-cut on car brake lathe.
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CLUTCHES AND FLYWHEELS

Investing in training and the correct tools will result
in more accurate diagnosis, faster repairs, reduced
waste and higher profits By Rob Marshall

WHILE CLUTCHES AND FLYWHEELS WERE ADOPTED
VERY EARLY IN THE MOTORCAR'S DEVELOPMENT,
ROB MARSHALL ASKS SCHAEFFLER WHY SO MUCH
MISUNDERSTANDING EXISTS IN MANY OF TODAY'S
MODERN REPAIR BUSINESSES.

with the inventions of both the diaphragm spring pressure plate
in the 1960s and, more recently, the self-adjusting pressure plate,
both of which were pioneered by Schaeffler, via its LuK brand,
which supplies both car manufacturers and aftermarket repairers
with clutches and flywheels.

As connecting the engine to the transmission directly is
impossible, because the internal combustion engine cannot
generate maximum torque from zero crankshaft speed, unlike
steam engines (or electric motors), early motor car pioneers had
to overcome the engineering quandary of getting the vehicle
to set-off from rest, while being limited by the rudimentary
materials of the time. This meant developing a clutch system
that would not only disconnect the engine from the wheels
but also could apply the engine power progressively. Some
entrepreneurs did not even bother; in 1873, the Austrian
inventor, Seigfried Marcus, raised the rear axle of his first car to
start the engine and once running, he lowered the spinning
wheels onto the floor. No historical record exists of how the
driver brought the contraption to a standstill…

While the diaphragm-spring design has become universal
for passenger car applications, Malcolm Short, Schaeffler UK's
Technical Services Manager, reports that the Self-Adjusting
Clutch (SAC) ensures not only a consistent clamp load and biting
point throughout the life of the clutch kit but it also guarantees
that increasingly higher clutch pedal pressures are not required,
as the clutch wears.

TRANSMISSION

Other efforts involved slipping leather belts, using designs
inspired by factories of the Industrial Revolution, but their
limited effectiveness and questionable longevity saw their rapid
demise. It was not long before friction clutches were employed,
notably in Karl Benz's Motorwagen of 1885. Yet, over 130 years of
development has seen the clutch tolerate not only considerable
increases in engine torque and efficiency but also higher
customer expectations.
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WHAT CLUTCH DEVELOPMENTS
MEAN TO YOU
Just taking a 1950s classic car for a brief drive would reveal
clutch pedal pressures that would be unacceptable to today's
average motorist. Especially in high-performance cars of
those times, the clutch pressure plate contained several stiff
coil springs, to provide sufficient clamping force to negate
unintended friction plate 'slip'. While increasing travel offers a
partial solution to a heavy pedal, the real breakthroughs came

For the uninformed technician, faced with replacing a clutch
within a set book time, the SAC mechanism within the pressure
plate can de-adjust during fitment if not installed correctly.
Schaeffler recommends that you don’t attempt to reset it,
either. While you can measure and check that the pressure plate
diaphragm springs' length remain the same from box and when
fitted to the car, it would be too late, if you found a difference in
length, indicating that the adjuster had been activated.
"There are other risks, too", highlights Alistair Mason, one of
Schaeffler’s REPXPERT technical trainers: "If you fit the pressure
plate, by tightening its retaining bolts diagonally, not only do
you risk pulling the threads out of the flywheel but you are also
likely to subject the clutch to an uneven clamping pressure. This
may cause the pressure plate cover to distort, which can prompt
the mechanism to de-adjust slightly and this can lead to a clutch
friction disc not clearing properly, or the customer complaining
of judder. Even if a fault is not noticed by the driver, the best
scenario is that clutch life will be reduced."
The solution is to use a SAC fitting tool, which is bolted to the
flywheel with the clutch fitted loosely. The tool applies pressure
evenly to the centre of the pressure plate, so that its retaining
bolts can be tightened. When used in conjunction with a friction
plate centralisation tool, you can be sure that the clutch is fitted
correctly before refitting the gearbox, reducing the risk of a

FUTURE
PROOF.

LuK RepSet 2CT – the double clutch repair solution.
More and more vehicle manufacturers integrate dry double clutches into their transmission systems
because of the efficiency benefits they offer. Replacing them is complex, but it’s not rocket science.
LuK engineers have designed a range of unique RepSets for popular double clutch applications
that contain all of the components needed to carry out a professional 2CT repair. Technical info and
training is available to forward thinking workshops. Yet another reason to choose genuine LuK.
Visit www.repxpert.co.uk to learn more.

And ...

... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... all included!
MEYLE-ORIGINAL oil change kits for automatic transmissions make changing
transmission oil extremely easy, because each of the more than 60 vehiclespecific kits in our range contain everything needed for the job. This saves time
and enables a timely and competent service.
Learn more at www.meyle.com/oilchangekits

MEYLE UK Ltd.
47 Dolphin Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex, BN43 6PB, UK
Phone: 01273 463686, contact@meyle.co.uk, www.meyle.co.uk

potential warranty claim tying up a technician and a workshop
ramp for another full day.

ANY EXTRAS?
Unfortunately, additional parts might need to be replaced that
become obvious only once the customer has authorised the
repair and the gearbox has been removed. Aside from driveshaft
oil seals (which tend to be fairly inexpensive, easy to identify
and straightforward to renew) a bent clutch fork, worn pivots,
a deteriorated release bearing sleeve and weeping crankshaft
and gearbox input shaft oil seals should be renewed but they
add to the final invoice total and it’s worth preparing the owner
for extra outlay. These components are not included within a
typical clutch kit. Yet, to save the carmaker cost, concentric slave
cylinders (known otherwise as the concentric release bearings/
centrally actuated release mechanisms) combine the hydraulic
slave cylinder, release arm, clutch fork and related components
within a single compact part, which should be replaced at every
clutch change. To help technicians, Schaeffler, with its LuK brand,
supplies replacement concentric slave cylinders with the clutch
kit in either its RepSet Pro range, or the RepSet DMF range, in
cases where a flywheel is needed as well.
"Should a standard-type release bearing be fitted to the car,"
advises Alistair, "greasing the nose that runs on bearings with
plastic centres can be counter-productive, because the lubricant
traps contaminants and this can result in impeded release
bearing movement."

Developed and patented by Schaeffler (LuK), the Self Adjusting Clutch
addresses the weightier pedal and varying bite point, as the friction
plate wears and causes the geometry of the release mechanism
to alter. The self-adjusting mechanism is incorporated within the
pressure plate, in which the original diaphragm spring angle is
maintained by an internal adjuster ring.

This fully extended spring shows that the adjusting mechanism has
compensated to its maximum extent for a worn friction lining.

Similarly, Alistair notes that, during his training tours at
independent workshops throughout the UK, many technicians
believe that a self-adjusting release bearing with a centre hub
that can be manipulated by hand is faulty. "They are designed to
be like this," he emphasises.
He also warns technicians to support the gearbox adequately
throughout the procedure and never permit its weight to
hang on the input shaft. While it is thought commonly that
this action bends the input shaft, Alistair reports that the
clutch friction plate is designed to be sacrificial – so it becomes
damaged, instead of the transmission. Again, expect a warranty
claim to be rejected, if either supplier, or manufacturer, sees
evidence of clutch plate distortion that is typical of it bearing
the transmission weight. Alistair recommends that all of the
gearbox's dowels are intact and that it is supported from
beneath, prior to the bellhousing bolts being refitted.

The fully compressed spring on this LuK SAC pressure plate shows
that the internal mechanism has not yet de-adjusted.

ABSORBING THE SHOCK

An SAC fitting tool compresses the pressure plate fingers and
preloads the clutch evenly. This prevents the clutch pressure plate
from distortion, which is likely to cause the self-adjusting mechanism
to de-adjust.

TRANSMISSION

Unfortunately, a number of motorists (and even technicians)
believe there is a special place reserved in hell for the creator of
the Dual Mass Flywheel (DMF). Common real-world accusations
include that it is unfit for purpose and an unnecessary extra
expense to replace. Yet, if you speak to a typical motor
manufacturer’s engineer, praise is heaped on the high-tech
flywheel, for permitting them to develop low capacity and
lightweight engines that develop impressive torque figures
at low RPMs, while protecting the transmission and even the
passengers from exposure to excessive torsional vibrations and
shock loadings.
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It is still possible to
make elementary
errors when
installing a clutch kit.
The technician had
installed this friction
plate the wrong
way round, which
resulted in it welding
itself to the release
bearing nose.

Understandably, the DMF has come a long way, since LuK
pioneered the first production installation for BMW's high
torque, but low revving, 525e ('eta') ecological car in 1984.
While space precludes us from debating single mass flywheel
conversion kits within this feature, Malcolm Short confirmed that
a recent exercise, in which Schaeffler invited technicians to drive
two identical cars, one possessing its standard-fit DMF and the
other converted using a single mass flywheel kit, saw any initial
scepticism concerning the DMF's relevance evaporate rapidly,
just by the differences in the driving experience alone.

TRANSMISSION

Even so, Alistair Mason reports that a lack of understanding
about how it works can result in many serviceable DMFs being
replaced unnecessarily. When maintained and driven correctly,
Schaeffler expects a LuK DMF to last two clutch changes.
However, unless obviously damaged, or overheated, assessing
DMF condition is difficult by sight alone. Rotational wear rates, in
the internal arc springs and centre bearing/bush, or rock, must
be measured with a special tool (LuK part number 400 0080 10).
Every DMF possesses its own unique tolerances and Schaeffler
ensures the technician can have swift access to this information,
by dialling-in the DMF part number on its Checkpoint DMF app
for mobile devices, which can be downloaded via Google Play.
You can see this tool being used in a workshop application in
the Clutch/DMF tips video, on the Autotechnician website.
Some DMFs, especially those fitted to cars with Stop-Start
technologies, are fitted with a friction control plate to restrict
arc spring movement and some technicians confuse a working
plate with internal wear, when using the DMF diagnostic tool.
This is when taking advantage of Schaeffler’s clutch training and
online services will help.
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Alistair Mason adds: "Our team of technical experts carry out
clutch training in a multitude of formats at technical evenings
and trade fairs around the country and we offer more formal
training courses at the REPXPERT Academy in Hereford. All clutch
training includes DMF design, diagnostics and testing. Our onsite training is focused currently on double clutch systems, for
which we offer a unique repair solution that concentrates more
on gearbox operation and clutch replacement, rather than the
DMF.
We also offer REPXPERT, our online technical portal, where you
can download vehicle manufacturer fitting instructions and
specifications, watch installation videos, get the latest product
updates and service information, as well as spend the points you
find inside our boxes in the bonus shop. Join for free at
 www.repxpert.co.uk. "

EXTERNAL CAUSES
While it is well established that a poor driving technique will
shorten clutch life dramatically, such as excessive slipping at
high engine revolutions, or resting a foot on the clutch pedal
when cruising, DMF longevity is influenced similarly by the
driver. As smoothness is a key advanced driving technique with
proven safety advantages, the car's mechanical parts benefit as
well. Erratic driving makes the DMF responsible for smoothingout extra torsional vibrations, caused by abrupt, heavy and
erratic applications of throttle, as examples. Similarly, the DMF
masks, to a degree, the 'kangarooing' affect of labouring the
engine in an inappropriately high gear. Allowing the engine
to idle for very long periods of time, with the air conditioning
activated, is also not conducive to long DMF life. Engine tuning
and towing excessive weights can place both clutch and
flywheel outside their intended design limits.
The DMF also masks certain engine running faults. While an
engine misfire, for example, can have multiple causes, it creates
extra vibrations that the flywheel covers-up, at the expense of its
durability. Therefore, should you suspect that a DMF has failed
prematurely, seek out the reasons why – such as failing injectors
(or leaking seals), or even engine compression that varies
significantly between cylinders.
If a DMF exhibits wear beyond its operating limits, the first sign
might be a slight clutch judder, or a minor rattle that becomes
most noticeable when idling, or when the engine is switchedoff. Be wary of blaming noise from other failing components
on the DMF, such as a delaminating crankshaft pulley rubber
balancer, or a deteriorated air conditioning clutch. Ignoring DMF
noises for long periods is inadvisable. Not only will the noise
worsen but also, in rare cases, metal particles could be attracted
into the starter motor, hastening its demise, prior to the DMF
disintegrating and damaging the bellhousing case.
As Alistair Mason highlights: "This advice references a couple
of specific issues, the first involving the Ford Transit, where the
central thrust washer used to break and the two masses would
come together to create swarf, by which time it would be
knackered. This issue was rectified in 2004, by encapsulating
the washer. Even if it broke, due to poor driving techniques, it
stayed in place and prevented the clash. More importantly,
when replacing the DMF, do not forget to clean-out the
bellhousing. Damage in this area was incurred on certain
Volkswagen Group products, when the noises were ignored for
a long time. In severe cases, the arc springs can explode out of
the primary mass, causing damage."
While the humble clutch and flywheel have been in existence
almost for as long as the motorcar itself, the technology has
matured significantly. As they are wear items, automotive
technicians need to keep abreast of the latest developments
and why have they been necessary, to ensure an effective, longlasting repair and minimal warranty comebacks.
Thanks To: Schaeffler (UK) Ltd.
 www.repxpert.co.uk
Technical helpline: 01432 264264

sachsprovenperformance.com

THE FASTEST TOURING CARS GO

SECONDS

IN 2.6
0-60MPH
with A SACHS CLUTCH

Official Partner of BMW Motorsport

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

Replacing the Sachs Twin Plate Clutch on the E6x Series BMW M5 and M6
Wayne McCluskey, technical training
manager at ZF Aftermarket, offers fitting
advice for the Sachs twin-plate clutch
on two of BMW’s Motorsport Division
favourites, the M5 and M6.

FIG 5

These guidelines are applicable to the
following vehicles equipped with the
S85 engine: M5 Saloon (E60 2003-2009),
M5 Touring (E61 2005-2010), M6 Coupe
(E63 2004-2010) and M6 Convertible (E64
2005-2010).
A replacement Sachs MF2-228 twin
plate clutch is supplied pre-assembled,
with the intermediate disc and pressure
plate balanced relative to one other and
marked with an alignment check line.
The clutch is fixed in the correct fitting
position with transit supports consisting
of cable ties and a wire ring. On delivery,
check the ties and wire ring are in place
and the paint marks on the clutch
housing are aligned. If they aren’t, do not
fit the clutch but contact your supplier for
a replacement (Figure 1-The clutch is supplied with
transit supports fitted).

REMOVAL OF CLUTCH FROM
THE VEHICLE
The clutch must be removed and refitted
using BMW installation and alignment
tool 21 2 300, BMW part number 83 30 0
495 136 (Figure 2-The BMW installation and alignment
tool is required).

TRANSMISSION

Step 1: Press the installation and
alignment tool into the hub of the twin
plate clutch until its locking device snaps
into place.
Step 2: Identify the alignment marks on
the clutch housing and the reference
mark on the dual-mass flywheel, noting
their relative positions.
When refitting the clutch, the marks on
the clutch housing must be offset by 1800
from the mark on the DMF, not aligned
with it (Figure 3 - Identify the alignment marks on the
clutch and DMF).
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FIG 1

Step 3: Loosen each of the clutch
housing securing bolts by half a turn,
following the sequence shown (Figure
4-Loosen clutch retaining bolts in sequence).
Continue to loosen the bolts in this
sequence half a turn at a time until the
preload of the diaphragm spring can no
longer be felt.
Step 4: Remove the clutch from the DMF
and secure it in a bench vice by clamping
the base of the installation and alignment
tool. If the clutch is to be reused, do not
release the locking device on the tool.

FITTING A NEW CLUTCH
Step 5: Place the new clutch on the
bench with the driven plate facing
upwards and cut off the cable ties, leave
the wire ring in place for now.
Step 6: Clamp the BMW tool in a bench
vice and pull the knurled pin to release its
locking device.
Step 7: Lift the clutch onto the tool and
press down until it snaps into place,
locking the clutch components.

2. Each dowel pin must be fully inserted
in its corresponding hole on the clutch
housing
3. Each coil spring must be fully inserted
in its corresponding recess on the DMF.
Step 9: Fit the clutch housing to the DMF
with the securing bolts, finger tight at first
then tighten in the correct sequence to
the torque setting specified by the VM
(Figure 4).
Step 10: Remove the transit support wire
ring from the diaphragm spring.
Step 11: Remove the installation and
alignment tool from the clutch hub by
pulling the knurled pin to release the
locking device.

REFITTING A USED CLUTCH IN
THE VEHICLE
Follow the instructions for fitting a new
clutch from step 8 onwards, omitting step
10 as the transit support wire ring will not
be present.

Step 8: Remove the assembly from the
vice and offer up to the DMF, paying
attention to the following (Figure 5-Clutch
housing alignment marks must be at 1800 to DMF mark):

FIG 2

1. The alignment marks on the clutch
housing must be offset by 1800 from
the reference mark on the DMF

FIG 3

FIG 4

OIL CHANGE KITS FOR AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS
MEYLE is expanding its range of full-service kits for Mini models
and exclusively for Volkswagen Golf III/IV and Volkswagen Tiguan
applications. The kits feature all components required for timeeffective oil changes.
Deteriorated transmission fluid can result in a change of gear
shift behaviour, reduced driving comfort and transmission
damage; oil changes are recommended every 60,000 to 80,000
kilometres, (around 37,000 to 49,000 miles in old money)
depending on driving technique and model. A growing
number of vehicles are equipped with automatic transmission,
presenting a profitable opportunity to workshops geared up to
meet the growing repair demand.
Full-service oil change kits come with a full set of components
including filters, seals, screws, drain/intake plugs, magnets
and four to eight litres of ATF depending on the application.
The latest additions enable workshops to perform automatic
gearbox oil changes as one of their core services now also
covering Mini, Volkswagen Golf III/IV and Volkswagen Tiguan
models.
A step-by-step oil change video can be seen on
Autotechnician’s website and YouTube channel.

CLASSIC CLUTCH REPLACEMENT

Head to www.autotechnician.co.uk, where a Classic Clutch
engineer provides advice on carrying out replacement of an ‘A’ or
‘AS’ type Borg & Beck clutch.
Over 60 products are available covering 200+ classic
applications, including such icons as the Aston Martin DB4,
Jaguar E Type, Morris Minor and Triumph TR range.

Remanufactured parts have come a long way in the
past five years, with environmental pressures pushing
global suppliers to achieve targets for product end of life
responsibility. Here, Helen Robinson, Marketing Director
at Euro Car Parts, discusses how the Transmech Green
clutch range is leading the way.
“As a major clutch supplier, we are quick to see industry
trends. According to our figures, warranty return
levels on remanufactured clutches are the same as OE
equivalents. In almost all mainland European countries,
remanufactured components – including the clutch –
form a vital part of the overall market. However, here
in the UK there is a reluctance from technicians to use
remanufactured clutches.
“Many OE dealers now offer remanufactured products
as the technology and processes used by industry
have improved. New technology ensures that a
remanufactured clutch can perform at the same
standard as the OE equivalent, while offering repairers
and customers a significant cost saving.
“The remanufactured segment of our aftermarket clutch
package is Transmech Green and this has exceeded
all sales expectations since the range launched in
January 2017. The range covers all popular makes and
models, including Self-Adjusting Clutches (SAC) clutch
components and hard to find transmission products,
such as vintage and veteran marques.
“Aside from the obvious environmental benefits that
come from the remanufacturing process, Transmech
Green can offer savings of up to 50% compared to OE
parts. All Transmech products, including Transmech
Green, come with a two-year/20,000 miles warranty as
standard. Euro Car Parts also offers a supplementary
lifetime warranty on parts or parts and labour for all
clutch products. The industry-first warranty provides no
fuss cover, allowing garages to claim a full replacement
of any clutch product they purchase from Euro Car Parts,
on behalf of customers, a great deal for repairers and the
end customer.”

TRANSMISSION

Over the summer, thousands of classic vehicles will receive
some TLC in preparation for this year’s show season and when
presented with a classic, it’s perhaps best to fit brands that were
used in the vehicle’s original manufacture. When it comes to the
clutch, 80% of all British-built cars were fitted with Borg & Beck.

‘REBORN’ CLUTCHES
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TURBOs: Products & Fault-finding advice
REPAIR AND PREVENT TURBO ISSUES
Revive Turbo Cleaner is designed to clean engine
systems that already have problems caused by
soot and oily build up. By performing three Revive
cleaning doses on the vehicle, carbonised layers are
gradually removed.
Cleaning the turbo and other engine internals
helps to restore fuel economy, regains lost power
and reduces exhaust emissions. Problems caused
by soot build up can be prevented using Revive
Service Shot – a quick, one-shot treatment that is
used before each service.
Regular use of Service Shot helps maintain engine
health, removing deposits before they cause
problems. Preventative treatment with Service
Shot also helps keep the variable nozzle/vane
components on turbos clear of soot, which causes
sticking and boost related issues.
A new Point of Sale display is available to order.
Andy Amor, Sales & Marketing Manager, says: “This new POS display
stand package is a low cost, high impact merchandiser that will add
value in any workshop reception area!”
The display stand includes: Three Revive Starter Kits for diesel engines,
three Revive Starter Kits for petrol engines and three Revive Service Shot
Kits. The POS Stand can be ordered using part number 1449-9950.
01225 701 920

HOSES – NO LONGER DEALER ONLY PRODUCTS
The increasing demand for replacement turbos has naturally created a
demand for Turbo Hoses. Being constantly exposed to large changes in
temperature and pressure, they are subject to abnormal levels of stress.
The hoses are also being replaced where premature failure of a turbo
has occurred as a result of foreign object impact, as the whole system
must be inspected to ensure no debris is present, as this could induce
premature failure of the replacement unit.
Turbo hoses, which some repairers still consider as dealer only products,
are readily available from First Line, within a range of 700 references
covering the global vehicle parc.
It can be difficult to explain which hose is required when ordering over
the phone, so First Line has created technical layout drawings for every
application, which can be seen when using their online WebCat, and are
also available on MAM AutoCat and TecDoc.

TURBOS

Twenty hose clips are also available in both the 1000 series and the
heavy duty 1100 series, to help technicians ensure they achieve a secure
and effective seal when installing the new hose.
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01869 248 484

TURBOJETZT RANGE BOOST
With most automotive manufacturers no longer
offering naturally aspirated engines, you need to be
confident when replacing turbochargers. Euro Car
Parts has been distributing the TURBOJETZT range
since 2010, and throughout the past eight years, 308
new part numbers have been introduced, adding to
the 480 references the product was launched with.
The latest additions include VAG 1.6 litre turbo
applications, 1.6 litre Peugeot petrol models
(manufactured after 2009) and 2.2 litre Ford Transit
vans (manufactured after 2012).
Euro Car Parts says that sales of remanufactured units
are growing rapidly. This is largely because units such
as TURBOJETZT offer the same level of performance
as OEM parts, but for less than the cost of OE
replacements.
The remanufactured replacement is supplied complete
with fittings and a two-year warranty. An optional
lifetime warranty is also available covering part only or
part and labour.
To view the entire turbo range available from Euro Car
Parts, visit:  omnipart.eurocarparts.com/

WIN
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The turbocharger people

BTN Turbo is the only UK supplier of all major turbocharger brands. Technical helpline available for diagnostic information on 01895 466663 or www.btnturbo.com.

CAN A DPF CAUSE
TURBOCHARGER FAILURE?
There are many technical documents
relating to how a faulty turbo can lead to
Diesel Particulate Filter damage. However,
the DPF is responsible for more turbo
related failures than you might think.
Antony Collins, Technical Specialist at
Melett, explores what effect a blocked
DPF can have on a turbocharger.
DPF’s, first introduced in January 2005
with the Euro 4 emission standard,
concentrated on cleaning up emissions
from diesel cars, especially reducing
Particulate Matter. Reducing PM from
the combustion process to this level was
not technically possible, so this meant
diesel vehicles after September 2009 were
fitted with a DPF to capture soot and
other harmful particles, preventing them
entering the atmosphere.
A DPF can remove around 85% of the
particulates from the exhaust gas. A
blocked DPF, however, will not work
correctly to achieve this.

TURBOS

SO, WHAT HAPPENS TO
THE TURBO WHEN A DPF IS
BLOCKED?
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A blocked DPF prevents exhaust gas
passing through the exhaust system
at the required rate. As a result, back
pressure and exhaust gas temperatures
increase within the turbine housing,
causing problems with efficiency, oil

leaks, carbonisation of oil within the turbo
and exhaust gas leaks from the turbo.
Drivers may experience turbo lag or over
boost of the turbo.

HOW TO SPOT A TURBO THAT
HAS SUFFERED FROM DPF
PROBLEMS:
• Discolouration of parts within the core
assembly (CHRA), usually with evidence
that the heat is transferring through
the CHRA from the turbine side. The
excessive temperature is caused by
back pressure forcing the exhaust
gas through the piston ring seals and
into the CHRA. The high temperature
exhaust gas can prevent efficient oil
cooling within the CHRA and carbonise
the oil, restricting oil feeds and causing
wear to the bearing systems. This type of
failure can often be mistaken as a lack of
lubrication or contaminated oil.
• Carbon build-up in the turbine side
piston ring groove caused by the
increased exhaust gas temperatures.
• Carbon build up in the turbine housing
wastegate and VNT mechanism will
restrict movement of the levers and
affect performance of the turbo. In some
cases, soot build up can be seen on the
back face of the seal plate where the
exhaust gas has been forced through.
• Oil leaks into the compressor housing
can occur due to exhaust gas forcing its
way into the CHRA from the turbine side
and forcing oil through the oil seal on

the compressor side.
• Turbine wheel failure through high cycle
fatigue, caused by temperature increase.
It is essential to identify the failure mode
and determine whether a DPF related
issue is the root cause. If the entire rotor
assembly is OK and there are signs of
overheating at the turbine side of the
CHRA, the failure is likely to be caused
by excessive exhaust gas temperatures,
indicating a blocked DPF.
To help prevent turbo failure caused by
DPFs:
• Determine whether the DPF is blocked.
• Contact a DPF specialist for advice.
• Replace the DPF with a high-quality
replacement.
• If the DPF is blocked, always replace the
turbocharger CHRA to prevent possible
oil leaks.
• Check the actuator achieves its full
range of movement, particularly if
electronic, as internal components
could be worn.
One final consideration, it takes time for
a DPF to block, sometimes years. Once
blocked though, turbo failure can occur
very quickly. If you don’t check for a DPF
issue when installing a replacement
turbo, there is a very high chance the
replacement turbo will suffer the same
failure, as it will be subject to the same
operating environment as the previous
unit.

NON-OE ISSUES
BTN Turbo distributes all the major brands and supplies a full range of
100% OE turbos – either brand new or remanufactured by the original
manufacturer.
Independent tests by the Millbrook Group compared Honeywell
Garrett 100% OE Original remanufactured turbochargers with non-OE
replacements, including the best-selling copy units imported into the
UK. The non-OE turbochargers produced less low-end torque than the
Honeywell Garrett 100% OE equivalent, with higher NOx emissions and
more CO2 emissions.
These tests prove non-OE replacement turbos can be a false economy,
causing poor performance, generating warning lights due to
incompatibility with the engine management ECU, and can lead to MOT
failure because of increased emissions.
Only the Honeywell Garrett remanufactured turbo used entirely OE parts.
Non-OE turbos use copy parts, which aren’t guaranteed to match original
specifications. They may also be produced without essential calibration
equipment or are simply counterfeits.
New turbos join its programme, covering the following diesel applications:
•
•
•
•

Volvo D4 2.4LD 2015 – P/N – 10009980164 BorgWarner
VW Various 2.0LD 2015 - P/N – 54409880035 BorgWarner
Honda Civic/CR-V I-DTEC 1.6LD 2015 – P/N – 840213-5001S Garrett
Audi A4 TDi 272 Quattro 3.0LD 2015 - P/N – 844437-5007S Garrett

All turbos are covered by a two-year warranty and come with a FitKit,
which contains all the parts required to fit the replacement unit.
Over 18,000 turbos are kept in stock ready for next-day delivery.
 www.btnturbo.com

Help your engine
Help your engine workbreathe.
as it was designed to.
Trusted by professionals to
remove and prevent soot build
up from inside engines quickly
and safely.

Revive is a low cost and effective
treatment to overcome over-boost
and under-boost issues with
Variable Geometry Turbochargers
which can be restricted by soot and
carbon deposit build-up.

Revive helps to minimise carbon
deposit fouling on inlet valves in
Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI)
engines.
For more information:

www.reviveturbocleaner.com
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GO STEADY
Holding a wheel hub steady when
working on a drive shaft is one
of those jobs that requires a third
hand – but this wheel hub holding
tool from Laser will do the trick
(part number 7090). Simply bolt
it across a couple of wheel studs
or bolts and it will hold the hub
steady while you remove the axle
nut.
It’s designed for use on vehicles
with 4, 5, 6 and 8 stud patterns
and also lets you hold the hub and
drive shaft steady while torqueing
up the shaft securing screws.
It can also be used to hold rear
differential yokes on solid axle
vehicles during bearing service.
For extra leverage, a 1/2” drive
power bar can be fitted directly to
the tool.

Toss Your Torch

Switch to Induction Heat
Mini-Ductor® Venom®
SAFETY
CERTIFIED

The Mini-Ductor Venom uses Invisible Heat® to release metal from corrosion and thread
lock compounds without the dangers of open ﬂame and up to 90% faster - 3/4” nuts are
turned red hot in seconds.
Applications:
> Seatbelt Bolts
> Suspension
> Fuel Tank Straps

> O2 Sensors
> Brakes
> Inline Connectors

theinductor.co.uk
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POWERFUL LED WORK LIGHTS
Lumileds has introduced a new Philips EcoPro range of LED work
lights, providing powerful bright light and hands-free features.
Philips EcoPro50 is a portable, rechargeable projector lamp, with
its long-lasting battery providing up to six hours of continuous
use. Delivering up to 1,000 lumen (10W) in boost mode, it
gives off a super wide beam of consistently bright light. If more
battery life is required, simply switch to a 500 lumen (5W) Eco
mode, there is also a battery life indicator that shows exactly
how long before a recharge is necessary.

The work light comes with a magnetic mounting accessory –
attach it to the handle and you can mount the projector on any
metal surface.
The EcoPro40 is lightweight and designed for everyday use. Its
main beam gives up to 300 lumen (3W), and has a spotlight
on the top of the lamp, delivering up to 100 lumen (1W), so
mechanics can see into narrow dark corners of the vehicle.
The Philips EcoPro20 is a small rechargeable work lamp that can
be carried around in your pocket – ideal for quick inspections.
It has a 180° pivoting base, so the light beam can be directed
where needed.
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LOYALTY TO ZF BRANDS REWARDED WITH
BONUSES
ZF Aftermarket has launched a new loyalty points program, ZF
[pro]Points, whereby points will be awarded for every purchase
made across its aftermarket brands of parts: Lemförder,
Sachs, TRW, Boge and ZF Oil Change Kits. Members can then
access their ZF [pro]Points portal and redeem them for prizes,
including consumer electronics and fitness accessories.
To celebrate the launch, one-in-ten randomly chosen new
members will be entered into a prize draw to win 20,000
points – register before 31st July to be in with a chance!
“The aim of the programme is twofold,” explains Marketing
Manager, Kevin Price, “We want to reward garages brand
loyalty and further strengthen ties with our trade partners.”
The programme is extremely easy to implement and use. To
take part, garages must first register at: www.zf-propoints.
com. A unique user account will then be created. Garages
then need to collect the labels on the product packaging of
purchases made through wholesalers and send them directly
to ZF [pro]Points using the prepaid envelopes supplied.
Using unique account passwords, each registered user can
access their account and keep a check on points earned. Once
the user has accrued enough points they can redeem them.
For more information and to register, head to:
 www.zf-propoints.com.

Air Con Stations

5

Bosch ACS511
R134a

Texa Konfort 780R Bi-Gas
R134a/1234yf

Texa Konfort 707R
1234yf

Waeco ASC2000G
R134a

£2435.00

£4500.00

£1995.00

£2995.00

Lease £13.21 pw

Lease £24.40 pw

Lease £10.82 pw

Lease £16.24 pw

Extend the warranty
of your new Air
conditioning station
by purchasing
Hickleys extended
warranty and
maintenance package
for only:

£290.00
T&C’s. To qualify the unit must be
serviced every 12 months by
Hickleys Ltd.

A selection of our R134a, 1234yf & Bi-Gas machines from 4 Leading Manufacturers
Please visit our website for full details of our complete range
Prices exclude VAT

01823 328530
www.hickleys.com
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sales@hickleys.com

WIN

Buff up this summer!
We have 20 bags of valet kit, each worth over £60,
to give away in the next couple of weeks.
Bodywork, Wheels & Interior is a collection of
Autoglym’s best-selling products designed to
give vehicles a stunning finish – making the
perfect gift for any car enthusiast.
The kit contains nine products to keep vehicles
clean, polished and protected. It also includes
accessories and comes in a handy zip up case.
For a chance to win, email admin@
autotechnician.co.uk your name, business and
town where you work, plus your phone number,
by Friday 27th July.

EACH BAG CONTAINS:
• Bodywork
• 325ml Bodywork Shampoo
Conditioner
• 325ml Super Resin Polish (Fourtime winner of Detailing World’s
Polish of the Year award)
• 325ml Extra Gloss Protection
• Wheels
• 500ml Clean Wheels
• 500ml Instant Tyre Dressing
• 300ml Wheel Protector

WIN

• Interior
• 500ml Interior Shampoo
• 500ml Fast Glass Commended in 2015 Auto
Express product awards
• 500ml Vinyl & Rubber Care
• Accessories
• Sponge
• Hi-Tech Finishing Cloth
• Hi-Tech Microfibre Drying
Towel

WIN

Good luck!

JOB DONE
WITH
LESS FUSS

. Industry-leading vehicle diagnostics
. Expert, brand specific technical support
with OE trained master technicians

. Module replacement, programming
and configuration capability

Arrange your free on-site demonstration today
Call 01865 870 060 or email sales-uk@autologic.com
autologic.com
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INSIDE THE CURIOUS WORLD OF ELECTRIC
CLASSIC CAR CONVERSIONS
By Thomas Harrison-Lord

Richard Morgan of Electric Classic Cars

Deep in the Welsh countryside, something quite unique
is brewing, but you won’t be able to hear it. Welcome to
the intriguing and developing world of electric classic car
conversions. Yes, you read that correctly, electric classic car
conversions. But, before you sharpen up your pitchfork in
defense of petrol or diesel, it is worth investigating a growing
business.
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he tried something a little different and fitted an electric motor,
inverter and batteries. This has now spawned into a full-blown
company, providing electric conversions by request.
Richard and the team’s next project is a Jensen Interceptor, one
of the most beautiful designs from the 1960-70s, but the process
is far from easy. Before they get to work, the first task is to try
and find a similar vehicle in the UK — preferably one that has
its engine out. Even for more ubiquitous vehicles, this can be a
challenge.

The company Electric Classic Cars takes a humble Fiat 500,
Volkswagen Beetle or retro Range Rover and turns it into a fully
electric vehicle for the 21st century. In fact, they can convert any
classic car, pre-1990s, to run purely on electricity.

GETTING STARTED

The process itself started life when Richard Morgan — founder
of Electric Classic Cars — decided to play around with a derelict
Beetle he had knocking about in a barn. During the restoration,

As Richard enthusiastically explains, once a vehicle has been
sourced, the measuring begins. “Someone will come to us
with a type of car they would like and a list of demands such

as charging time, range and performance. With an electric
conversion, this is determined by how much space there is for
batteries, which means we have to find a vehicle to measure and
calculate how many battery packs we can install. Only then can
we go back to the customer with what is achievable. Even then,
once we begin, we may come across something structural that
can’t be moved, and we have to re-align expectations.”
There is no doubt that the biggest technical challenge is the
packaging. Customers will always want greater range, but
Richard needs to make sure there are no major changes to the
chassis or bodywork to keep within the original homologation.
The cars will be treated by the government in the same way as
their original petrol variant.

SOURCING PARTS
The biggest query I had was who manufactures the parts. The
answer is Tesla. Which is strange, as Tesla is famously at odds
with the aftermarket. They don’t provide parts, diagnostic access
or allow third party part production. Everything has to be done
through them directly.

“The batteries and motors are sourced from damaged Tesla
cars, then we use various new controllers, chargers and
cooling system elements. These vehicles are going to be
scrapped or are sat there not getting repaired, so we purchase
all the parts we need. We constantly stockpile things like the
batteries and then sell any excess parts on our website. When
Tesla produces a new car, the drive units have a lifetime,
infinite mileage, warranty. The elements we use to do a
conversion are extremely reliable,” explains Richard.
We were able to take a close look at their conversions at the
recent Fully Charged Live event, held at Silverstone. On display
was a recently completed first generation Range Rover from the
1980s. The first thing that stands out isn’t the electrification, but
the quality of workmanship. These vehicles aren’t just converted
in the process, some are fully restored inside and out too.
Of course, the second thing that stands out is the massive
pack of batteries almost bulging out of the bonnet area, with
a second set beneath the boot floor. Under the petrol cap is a
Type-2 charging port and otherwise, you wouldn’t be able to tell
it was an EV.

“Many people love the iconic looks of classic cars. Modern
vehicles can look a bit homogeneous, making classic
cars stand out more than ever, but many do not want to
deal with the mollycoddling they require. With an electric
conversion, once we’ve done the hard work they are effectively
maintenance-free. A classic car generally isn’t a daily driver.
Our customers want to use something on a sunny weekend,
and they want to do it with peace of mind. Suddenly, an
electric Fiat 500 starts to make more sense”.
There is a certain joy to be had from changing gears in a classic
car, but Richard has even thought of that too: “In our Fiat 500
conversion we still have the gearbox and you still change gears.
Okay, you can just leave it in third and it will work in that one
gear, but we modify the drivetrain so that if you really want to
get a move on, you can change into second and experience the
instant torque.
I can hear you asking two very important questions which I have
avoided so far. How much and how long? A definitive answer
is hard to say at this point. The whole process is in its infancy,
and each conversion is custom made for each individual client.
Expect around £15,000 for a Fiat 500, and up to £45,000 for a
Range Rover. But nothing is off limits so far. A Rolls-Royce Silver
Cloud or a Citroen 2CV, the possibilities are endless, just so long
as your wallet is too. From start to finish, it took around a year for
their latest BMW E9 CS project, including a thorough restoration,
but each project varies.
One of the biggest challenges with electric vehicles is the
relative lack of upkeep compared to an internal combustion car,
and how the aftermarket will evolve and survive in the long term
around this. I wonder if conversions will offer a potential revenue
stream for businesses in the future, as more customers espouse
EV ownership.
We’ve seen recently BMW themselves converting a classic Mini
and Jaguar creating the now famous EV E-Type used during the
recent Royal wedding, but both are one-off proofs of concept.
Richard and Electric Classic Cars are actually hand producing
cars for sale, and I applaud the audacity. It may only be in tiny
numbers for now, but as batteries reduce in price and emission
regulations tighten, in forty years from now, would you rather
see electric MG Midgets on the roads or no MG Midgets at all?
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AUTOLOGIC LIVE
MASTER TECH STEVE WHITE AT AUTOLOGIC HQ SUPPORTS A TECHNICIAN WORKING ON A MERCEDES-BENZ 212
DISPLAYING VARIOUS SYMPTOMS AND WARNING LIGHTS.
Case Study for Mercedes 212, 207,
204 & 218 from production period
12/2011 to 03/2012
A customer reported various symptoms
affecting a Mercedes-Benz 212, including
different warning lights on in the
instrument cluster.

All reporting CAN issues will be stored
faults.
The common theme across all models is
the codes in the rear SAM and SRS – this
will give you a diagnosis point to the
problem.

1 Carrying out a full vehicle scan
will show most control units with
numerous CAN communication
faults. A typical fault read will give
CAN faults in:
• ESP
• Engine
• Transmission
• EIS (IGNITION SWITCH)
• REAR SAM (Signal Acquisition
Module) and xenon headlights (if
fitted)
• SRS
• Multifunction camera
• Parktronic.
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SRS: Airbag. Part no. 212 901 42 04.
3 Faults:
• A10F (B210F) [Stored] Event: Input
‘Circuit 30’ has a malfunction
• 9C1A (B1C1A) [Stored] NECK-PRO head
restraint ‘Front passenger’ has an open
circuit
• 9C14 (B1C14) [Stored] NECK-PRO head
restraint ‘Driver’ has an open circuit.

Symptoms can vary depending on the
model range of the vehicle. The warning
lights could come on, some models
might have various broken functions
including the wiper washers, and for
some models it can even result in the
engine not being able to start, or not
allowing you to select a gear. We have
found that re-cycling the ignition may fix
the issue temporarily.

FIXING THE FAULT

These codes are important as it will
indicate the premature closing of the 30G
relay in the f32 fuse box. The other sign of
this being the cause are the codes in SRS:

In 100% of cases, these codes will be
stored in the SRS module if the 30G feed
is shut off prematurely.
In the rear SAM you will have a few rear
light codes, and the following:
• A19600 (B219600) [Stored] The power
supply of circuit 30g is < 7.5 V
• A19700 (B219700) [Stored] The power
supply of circuit 30g is < 8.5 V
• A19116 (B219116) [Stored] The power
supply of circuit 30g is outside the
valid range. The limit value for electrical
voltage has not been attained
• A14B72 (B214B72) [Stored] The output
for switch ‘Quiescent current ON’ has
a malfunction. The actuator does not
close.

CAUSE OF THE PROBLEM
Defective no-load current relay in engine
compartment pre-fuse box F32 (this is the
jump point fuse box under the bonnet).

WHAT IS 30G?
30G is a 12Volt permanent live circuit
which is shut down after a vehicle has
been locked for six hours. This results in
60% of the control units receiving a hard
reset (power off and then on again at
vehicle restart), this has the effect of less
vehicle problems.
2 The rear SAM checks after 75 minutes
and will find a drain of >50mA.

3 It will then give a 5-minute warning
to the other control units to shut
down.
4 After the other control units have
shut down, it will then shut circuit
30G by triggering the shut off, a
control relay in F32 (front electrical
pre-fuse box) without waiting the 6
hours.
a If the voltages/quiescent current
is within spec, the rear SAM will go
back to sleep
b The system will always try to ensure
the vehicle is able to start
c The battery sensor has a diagnostic
facility to help diagnosis of current
drain faults
5 It’s important to disconnect the
battery to replace the f32 fuse box.
Note: Remove the battery sensor in the
correct way or this will cause issues after
you’ve finished
a Procedure for disconnecting the
battery (battery sensor):
• Unplug the electrical plug from the
sensor (B95 red and blue wires)
• Unbolt the negative terminal.

b Procedure for connecting the
battery sensor:
• Connect the negative terminal
(terminal clamp bolt torque is 6nm)
• Reconnect the electrical plug to
the battery sensor, clear codes (on
vehicles with option code 510 or
523, a clock reset is required).

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
FOR B95
Red +30 from battery positive
Blue/white LIN wire to rear SAM
c When disconnecting the battery
• Using the wrong sequence can cause
arcing and contact bounce. This will
cause a LIN communication error,
putting the battery sensor (B95) into
a passive state and at this point it will
stop sending information to rear SAM.
ECO Start/Stop will also stop working.
Note: no steps are required for initial startup of B95 battery control module
6 Once the battery is correctly
disconnected, the f32 fuse box can
be replaced with a new part from
Mercedes-Benz (modified).

The old f32 has a design fault and will
shut off without the command from
rear SAM.
7 The battery will then be put back
online after the replacement.
8 Clear codes as necessary.
9 Road test the vehicle on job
completion.

The automotive
aftermarket is on the
move and so are we.
Our new VisionPRO lighting and
vision range and VXPRO sense and
control range have been designed and
engineered to help your business to thrive.
See how ELTA can help your business
to thrive at elta.co.uk
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Rob James explores the use of social media and how to engage with
potential customers
WILL THE RECENT SCANDAL SURROUNDING
FACEBOOK HARM IT’S IMPORTANCE? I DON’T BELIEVE
SO, BECAUSE MOST THINKING PEOPLE FEEL THAT
FACEBOOK DID NOT INFLUENCE THEM. FOR YOU,
TOGETHER WITH TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM, IT’S A
GREAT SHOP WINDOW.
It doesn’t take a Cambridge (analytica) degree to see what
Facebook can do for me! That’s not the first line of a song, it’s
the reality of how important Facebook is to any business. Your
Facebook page can be connected to not only a Twitter account
but Instagram too meaning that you do not have to use three
platforms to publicise your message. Just make one story,
upload it and bingo you are talking to the world. But do you
want to talk to the world?
What’s more important? Vanity or Sanity? It’s all very well
saying you have 5,000 Facebook followers, 125,000 Twitter and
half a million on Instagram but what is the population of your
catchment area? Vain would say let’s have the numbers, the
sane would be happy to be connected to far fewer people
but that 100% of them were either customers or potential
customers.
Clearly, in a business such as an independent service repair
garage, you are going to fall into the bracket of the sane although sometimes you may well question that!
Let’s accept you have the three platforms, not all are necessary,
but how do you use them? Everything should be designed to
keep your business at the top of the minds of every customer
and potential customer when it comes to needing repair or
service. How do you do that without bombarding them with
meaningless messages that result in tying you up monitoring
replies, comments and messages?
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IT’S SIMPLE:. View your social media feeds as a newspaper
or magazine. Publish regularly when you have something of
interest to say and do not limit yourself to purely trying to,
directly, sell something. Post stories that are relevant to your
business, show that it is thriving and that you are on top of the
latest practices; post stories relevant to owning and or driving
a car. Become a trusted source of information so that when
somebody sees your post, they will know it is going to be either
informative, perhaps funny or offer them something that they
are interested in.
Don’t be afraid of hash tags. If your catchment area is local to
you, you probably don’t need them unless you are offering
something very specialist. Their use on Instagram and Twitter
is designed to make your post available to a far wider audience
interested in similar things. For instance, you repair a mini,
upload a picture to instagram with #mini and this potentially
connects you to 9,861,584 instagram users - you potentially
could talk to all of them, but why would you want to?
Decide on a publishing cycle, think about what you want
to write, publish it on your website as a story and let your
website repost this across your social media platforms. Selfgenerated links on the social media platforms will bring those
people interested back to your site to read more. Regardless of
interactions, everytime one of your messages is seen, you are
keeping your business in the thoughts of those people who are
important to you when they need your service most.
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Driven by

EXPERIENCE

YEARS

Competence is not just a matter of years. It’s a combination of long-term
objectives, dedication and commitment to continually learn and grow from your
experience. As one of the first companies, we started on this path 30 years ago
in the field of diagnostics.
We aim to make everyday workshop tasks more effective and efficient with our KTS
diagnostic solutions and the dedicated ESI[tronic] software. What‘s more: we want to
use our experience and knowledge to strengthen your confidence in us every day. That’s
why we continually enhance our control unit diagnosis tools, providing you with the latest
generation of innovative, state-of-the-art KTS hardware solutions.
bosch-workshopworld.co.uk

What drives you
drives us.

